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The Nuclear Regulatory commission: 
More Aggressive Leadership Needed 

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 
which estab/ished the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission required GAO to evaiuate the 
Commission's performance by January 78, 
1980. This report responds to that require
ment. 

GAO concluded that, although improve
ments have been made, the Commission's 
nuclear regulatory performance can be 
characterized best as slow, indecisive, caii-
tiouS"in a word, comp/aceht. This has large
ly resulted from a lack of aggressive leader
ship as evidenced by the Corhmissipners' 
failure to establish .'egulatory goals, control 
policymaking, and most importantly, clear
ly define their roles in nuclear regulation. 

GAO also compared the existing commis
sion organization form ivith alternative 
forms. Ultimately, the Congress must decide 
which organization form, on balance, is best 
for nuclear regulation. GAO concluded that 
(1) i f the existing organization form is re
tained, the Commission Chairman's rb/e 
should be strengthened, and (2) a commis
sion is the superior organization form for 
nuclear regulatory po/icymakiiig. 
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To readers of GAO report EMD-80-17, entitled "The Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission: More Aggressive Leadership Needed", 

pages 66 and 87 have been reversed. Page 87 is the first 

page of Coironi ssi oner Hendrie's comments. Page 66 is the 

first page of Commissioner Kennedy's comments. 
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7o the Pres.lcienh of tlie Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report discusses the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
performance regulating nuclear activities during the first 
years of its existence and presents recommendations for im
provements. 

We made our review in response to a congressibhal direc
tive contained in the Energy Reorganization act of 1974 
(42 U.S.C. 5801) which established the Nuclear ReguTatory 
Commission. The act required us to audit and report on the 
Commission's performance not later than 60 months after the 
effective date of the act, January 19, 1975. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Director, 
Office of Management and Budget, and to each of the five 
Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMIgSION: MORE AGGRESSIVE 
LEADERSHIP NEEDED 

D I G E S T 

Since the TJuclear Regulatory Commission 
was created in January 1975, it has regu
lated the Nation's commercial nuclear power 
program and other nuclear activities in a 
critical period. The 5-year period has 
been one of continuing nuclear powerplant 
cancellations in parallel with dramatically 
increasing concern over nuclear powerplant 
safety. Concern over the future of nuclear 
power reached crisis proportions in March 
1979 with the accident at the "Three Mile 
Island nuclear powerplant. 

If nuclear power is to survive the present 
crisis and contribute substantially to t:he 
Nation's future energy supply, the Commis
sion must establish a foundation of public 
and industry confidence in its regulatory 
ability. The most important step necessary 
to establisn that foundation is for the Nu
clear Regulatory Commissioners to provide 
the leadership and direction in nuclear re
gulation which they failed to provide in the 
past. The Cominissioners need to set meas
urable regulatory goals and evaluate pro
gress and performance; they need to take con
trol of regulatory policymaking; ahd above 
all else, they need to make the Commission 
Chairman the agency's principal executive 
officer in fact as well as in name. 

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, which 
established the Commission, also required 
GAO to report within 5 years on the Commis
sion's regulation of commercial nuclear 
activities. This report responds to that 
requirement. The report is based on 50 
previous GAO reports on various aspects of 
the Commission's operations, new audit work, 
and a limited comparison of the present com
mission organization form with alternative 
organization forms for nuclear regulation. 
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In the Commission's 5-year existence it has 
made many changes to improve nuclear regula
tion, the most notable being to encourage 
public participation. But in GAO's view the 
Commission's regulatory performance can be 
characterized best as slow, indecisive, and 
cautious—in a word, complacient. In part this 
characterization is due to the inherent limi
tations the commission organizcttiori iform im
poses on an agency's ability to efficiently 
identify, address, and resolve regulatory is
sues. To a large extent, however, it is due 
to the failure of the Nuclear Regulatory Cbm--
missioners to take control of the Commission 
and provide leadership and direction to the 
Commission staff, the regulated industry, 
and the public. 

First, the Commissioners have not establish
ed measurable regulatory goals, objectives, 
and systems for measuring performance. 
Withoat goals and an evaluation process, the 
only measurements the Commission has had of 
its performance have been either in terms of 
time or the frequency of events, such as the 
Three Mile Island accident. (See pp. 27 
to 30.) 

Second, the Commissioners have not controlled 
regulatory policymaking. While there are 
exceptions, the Commissioners have generally 
permitted the Commission staff to decide 
when new policies are needed and how they 
should be written. (See pp. 30 to 34.) 

Finally, and most importantly, the Com
missioners have not clearly defined either 
their own roles in nuclear regulation, or 
the role of the Executive Director for Oper
ations. In 1975 the Congress made the Com
mission Chairman the principal executive 
officer, but the Commissioners have not de
fined the limits of this expanded authority, 
nor has any Chairman attempted to use the 
authority. GAO found substantial differences 
of opinion among Commissioners and senior 
Commission staff on the Executive Director's 
role in nuclear regulation. The ambiguity 
over the Executive Director's role has 
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contributed to Commission inefficiency. 
(See pp. 35 to 38.) 

GAO believes the lack of strong leadership 
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners has 
been a major contributing factor to the Com
mission's slow, indecisive, an<3 cautious 
performance in nuclear regulation. This 
has been particularly true in nuclear power-
plant and nuclear waste regulation. 

In the absence of strong Commissioner leader
ship in nuclear powerplant regulation, the 
Commission has relied too much on regu
latory policies, initiatives, and procedures 
which it inherited from the former Atomic 
Energy Commission. For example, the Commisr-
sion continued to substantially rely on li
censees to detect and correct deficiencies, 
without enough emphasis on independent Com
mission inspection and amalysis. As a re
sult, the Commission could not independently 
ensure that nuclear powerplants were pro
perly constructed. Furthermore, the Commis
sion has not been aggressive in taking 
enforcement actions against utilities con
structing and operating nuclear powerplants. 
It sometimes downgraded proposed civil pen
alties to lesser enforcement sanctions or 
deliberately kept civil penalty amounts low. 
Also, until the Three Mile Island accident 
occurred, the Commission did not recognize 
the critical need for having localities 
around nuclear powerplants prepared for 
emergencies. (See pp. 6 to 11.) 

The Commission's nuclear waste regulatory 
activities have lacked focus, funds and 
coordination; and to a great extent this 
has resulted from early indecision by the 
Nuclear Regulatory commissioners on the 
proper scope of the activities. There are 
indications, however, that this situation 
is now improving. (See pp. 12 to 15.) 

On a positive note, the Commiission had begun 
a review of Commissioners' roles in Commis
sion administrative proceedings even before 
the accident at the Three Nile Island nuclear 
powerplant; and as a result of that accident, 
the Commission is reappraisi.ng some of its 
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guiding principles and concepts of nuclear 
regulation. (See pp. 43 to 48.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE NUCLEAR 
REGULATORY COMMISSIONERS 

GAO believes the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sioners should be providing more leadership 
and direction to the Commission staff, th^ 
nuclear industry, and the public. To pro
vide this leadership GAO recommends that 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners 

—Develop measurable Commission goals, ob
jectives, and systems for evaluating the 
Commission's performance in meeting goals 
and objectives. 

—Elevate policymaking activities to the 
Commissioner level. 

—Define the Commission Chairman's author
ity and duties as the Commission's 
principal executive officer, and place 
the Executive Director for Operations 
in charge of all Commission staff-level 
day-to-day operations. If necessary to 
implement I this recommendation, the Com
missioners should seek appropriate legis
lation from the Congress. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS 

In view of the critical importance 
of effective and efficient regulation 
to the future of commercial nuclear act
ivities, GAO believes that the Congress 
should continue to take an active over
sight role in monitoring the Commission
ers' progress in implementing GAO's re
commendations. Because of the diversity 
of opinion among the Commissioners on 
the need to clarify and strengthen the 
roles of the Commission Chairman and the 
Executive Director for Operations, and 
whether or not legislation is needed to 
accomplish this, GAO recommends that the 
Congress pay particular attention to this 
important aspect of strengthening the 
Commission. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
?N_ALTERNATIVE_ORGANIZATION 
FORMS 

On Octo»^er 30, 1979, the President's 
Commisbxon on the Accident at Three 
Mile Island recommended replacing the 
commission form of nuclear regulation 
with a single administrator form. The 
President rejected this recommendation, 
but also said he will submit a plan to 
the Congress in early 1980 to reorgan
ize and strengthen the Com.T'ission. The 
President's plan and the p< sibilj.ty of 
still other organizational recommenda
tions resulting from ongoing Three Mile 
Island-related investigations have made 
orgariization for nuclear regulation an 
issue the Congress must address and even
tually decide. 

While GAO directed its evaluation toward 
improving the present commission form 
of regulation, it also examii.ed other 
organization forms which might be better 
suited for the two dissimilar roles the 
Commission now performs. One r o l e — p o l 
icymaking—requires the deliberate con
templation of issues that affect both 
the near- and long-term direction of reg
ulated nuclear activities. By contrast, 
the second role—day-to-day regulation— 
requires firm and timely licensing, in
spection, and enforcement decisions. 
Alternatives GAO examined included an 
agency headed by a single administrator, 
splitting the Commission into separate 
policymaking and regulatory agencies, 
and variations on these basic forms. 

GAO's analysis of alternative organiza
tion forms showed that: 

-—The single administrator form would pro
vide the best organization Lo develop 
goals and objectives, measure performance, 
and address and resolve regulatory issues 
ir\ a timely manner—all of which have been 
failings of the present Commission. On 
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the other hand, there would be much more 
potential for abrupt changes in the direc
tion of nuclear regulatory policy with : 
changes in administrators. (See pp. 51 
and 5'<.») 

—The present commission form, strerigthened 
as recommended in this report, would Affer 
the distinct advantage of bringing to bear ; 
much deliberation and contemplation on reg
ulatory issues. Mso, the staggered Srye^r 
terms of the Commissioners help tp ehsiiire; 
that nuclear safety policies evolve, rather 
than undergo the abrupt changes ih direction 
possible under the single administrator 
organization form. (See p. 52.) 

—Separating the present Commiission into a 
regulatory policymaking commission and a 
regulatory agency headed by a single 
administrator would take advantage of the 
strengths of both basic organization forms. 
Policymakirtg on critical unresolved nucl<ear 
regulation issues could continue under the 
commission form, with the advantage of 
multi-member deliberations. At the same 
time, day-to-day nuclear regulation would 
proceed under an agency headed by a single 
administrator, with prospects for better 
raanagement of these day-to-day activities. 
(See pp. 52 and 53.) 

Ultimately, the Congress must decide on 
the organizational structure which, on 
balance, best represents what the Congress 
wants for nuclear regulation. Two conclu
sions, however, are evident to GAO. First, 
if the Congress retains the Commission in 
essentially its same organizational struc
ture, the Chairman's role should be 
strengthened. Second, the commission orga
nization form is clearly superior to the 
single administrator form for deciding nu
clear regulatory policy issues, because 
decisions are reached after a process of 
deliberation and contemplation by a number 
of people, each with his own unique 
perspective. (See pp. S3 and 54.) 
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Each of the five Nuclear Regulatory Cbnunî Ŝ  
sibhers provided written comments on this 
reportv Four of the five Coiiimissioners 
agreed, to varying degrees, with the ^en^ 
eral thrust of the report. The other Coin-
miasioner did not, although he agreed that 
our report contains Tnahy justified cri
ticisms. The Coiratiissiph staff chose to 
comment informally oh the report- (See 
pp. 23 to 25 and 41 to 42; and appeiidices 
III through VII.) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is the focal 
point for Federal regulation of comraercial nuclear activi
ties. It influences, directiy by regulation and indirectly 
by public confidence in its performance, the extent to which 
both nuclear power is used to supply the Nation's electricity 
and nuclear materials are used for commercial purposes. NRC 
came into existence on January 19, 1975, with implementation 
of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5801). 
That act 

—abolished the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), 

—created the Energy Research and Development 
Administration 1/ to develop both nuclear and 
nonnuclear energy technologies and manage the 
military application of nuclear energy, and 

—created NRC to regulate commercial nuclear 
activities. 

REGULATION OF COMMERCIAL 
NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES BEFORE NRC 

Regulation of commercial nuclear activities emanates 
from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 
2011). That act permitted and encouraged commercial applica
tions of nuclear energy, and directed AEC to regulate these 
activities to insure that they were conducted in a manner 
that would both protect public health and safety, and main
tain national security. Until the 1954 act, development and 
use of nuclear energy had been reserved to the Federal 
Government. 

Over the years, the conflict between AEC's dual role of 
encouraging and regulating commercial nuclear activities be
came more and ore apparent; and AEC's research and develop
ment and military application programs dominated both its 
Commissioners' time and the AEC budget. Therefore, in 1957, 
the AEC Commissioners established a separate regulatory 
organization, and, in 1961, elevated and enhanced the auto
nomy of the regulatory organization by making it a separate 

1/On Oct. 1, 1977, the Energy Administration became a part 
of the Department of Energy (DOE). Throughout this report, 
the Energy Administration is referred to as DOE. 



AEC Directorate. In 1963, the Director of Regulation moved 
from AEC's headquarters at Germantown, Maryland, to Bethesda, 
Maryland. Finally, beginning in 1971, the Director of Reg
ulation received its own operating budget. 

During the same period, the Congress and the AEC Com
missioners created Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards and 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards to conduct hearings 
and decide on license applications. This helped to insulate 
the Commissioners from the process of licensing and regulat
ing the construction and operation of nuclear powerplants— 
the commercial nuclear activity where the AEC Commissioners' 
dual roles most obviously conflicted. 

N̂ CĴ S AUTHORITY_ANP APPROACH 
TPIREGULATION' 

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 established NRC 
as an independent regulatory agency. The President would 
appoint five NRC Commissioners, one designated as Chairman. 
Each Commissioner would have one vote in all Commission 
decisions and actions. The act also established NRC's basic 
organizational structure by creating offices of reactor 
regulation, material safety and safeguards, and research. 

NRC's basic mission is to insure, by means of open and 
responsive regulation, that civilian nuclear activities are 
conducted in a manner that will protect public health and 
safety and maintain national security. This is set out in 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. NRC is also 
charged with other important responsibilities. As a Federal 
agency taking major actions which affect the environment, 
NRC must evaluate both radiological and nonradiological im
pacts on the environment of proposed major commercial nuclear 
facilities. Furthermore, in the Energy Reorganization Act 
of 1974, the Congress charged NRC with new or expanded re
sponsibil it ies its regulatory predecessor did not have, in
cluding (1) adminstering major regulatory research programs; 
(2) regulating certain DOE nuclear waste storage and/or dis
posal activities; and (3) increasing emphasis on safeguarding 
nuclear materials and facilities against theft, diversion, 
or sabotage. 

The regulatory systera NRC employs to pursue its basic 
mission and discharge its other responsibilities generally 
consists of: 

--Standards. NRC continually modifies its body of regu
lations and standards as it learns more about nuclear 
power and other nuclear activities. New knowledge 
comes from (1) design, construction, and operating 



experiences; (2) licensing and inspection activities; 
(3) NRC's and others' research; and (4) the informed 
public. 

—Defense-in-depth design. Nuclear powerplants and 
other major nuclear facilities must be designed to 
(1) prevent accidents, (2) prevent or minimize dam
age from accidents which might occur, and (3) prevent 
or minimize public health and safety consequences in 
case of accidents resulting in significant plant 
damage. 

—Licensing. Nuclear powerplants may be built and op
erated only after lengthy construction and operating 
license proceedings consisting of NRC safety and en
vironmental reviews, public hearings, and final deci
sions made by appeal boards or the NRC Commissioners. 
NRC also licenses the possession and use of nuclear 
materials. 

—Inspection and enforcement. NRC inspects the con
struction and operation of nuclear powerplants and 
the use of nuclear materials on a routine basis and 
in response to incidents and allegations. Enforce
ment sanctions NRC can use include letters notifying 
licensees of violc'tions, civil penalties, and orders 
to suspend, modify, or revoke licenses or stop unsafe 
practices. 

Critical to NRC regulation is the opportunity for public 
participation. In all proposed licensing and enforcement 
actions, there is the opportunity—and for nuclear powerplant 
construction permit applications, the requirement—for public 
hearings. In developing standards, NRC also provides oppor
tunities for public participation, NRC generally publishes 
proposed policy statements for public comment before adopt
ing them. In developing new or revised regulations, NRC 
provides at least one and often more than one opportunity 
for public comment. Furthermore, anyone can petition NRC to 
develop a new or revised regulation. 

^QPIJR EM ENT_FOR_ANp_ SCOP E_OF 
Py?_EVALyATION_OF_NRC^ 
PERFORMANCE 

In the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 
5876), the Congress directed us to provide, no later than 60 
months after the effective date of the act, a report contain
ing but not limited to 



—an evaluation of the effectiveness of NRC's licensing 
and related regulatory activities, including nuclear 
safety research and nuclear materials safeguards; 

—an evaluation of the effect of such NRC activities 
on the efficiency, effectiveness, and safety with 
which the activities licensed under the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, as amended, are carried out; and 

—recommendations for legislation we believe is neces
sary to improve NRC's performance. 

This report is our response to the act's directive. 
The report presents our evaluation of NRC's performance in 
addressing four major responsibilities assigned to it by the 
Energy Reorganization Act and the Atomic Energy Act. They 
are (1) regulating the construction and operation of nuclear 
powerplants; (2) developing and implementing nuclear waste 
regulatory programs; (3) assuring that nuclear facilities and 
materials are safeguarded from theft, diversion, and sabo
tage; and (4) conducting research to enhance the quality of 
licensing and related regulatory activities. The report also 
discusses weaknesses in NRC's regulatory system and orgdniza-
tion which adversely affect its efficiency and effectiveness 
in all program areas. Finally, the report presents our con
clusions, observations, and recommendations to both the Con
gress and NRC for improving the effectiveness and efficiency 
of nuclear regulation. 

In several prior reports we concluded that legislation 
affecting NRC was needed to better protect public health and 
safety from both commercial and Federal nuclear activities. 
(See Appendix II beginning on page 60.) The Congress has 
acted on some of the recommendations but not on others. As 
discussed in Appendix II, we still believe the Congress 
should act on many of these prior recommendations. 

Comments on the scope 
9l_.̂ l2i.§ evaluation 

As a part of our continuing efforts to address nuclear 
energy issues of interest to the Congress and the public, we 
have issued 50 reports evaluating NRC regulatory programs and 
activities since that agency was formed. Twenty-five of the 
reports resulted from, evaluations we initiated and 25 result
ed from evaluations requested by Members, Committees, and 
Subcommittees of the Congress. A list of these reports ap
pears in Appendix I. 

It is important to recognize that this report is not 
based on comprehensive evaluations of all NRC regulatory 



programs and activities. For example, the report does not 
address: 

—NRC's nuclear export regulatory activities. We are 
evaluating these activities as part of our mandate to 
report by March 10, 1981, on the impact of the Nuclear 
Nonproliferation Act of 1978 (22 U.S.C. 3201) on for
eign commerce in the nuclear industry. 

—The Three Mile Island unit 2 nuclear powerplant acci
dent. The Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy and Power 
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 
requested us to monitor the various investigation^ 
to provide both an overview of the accident and the 
adequacy of the various studies. We will monitor and 
evaluate these investigations, keeping in mind the 
recommendations of this and past reports, and will 
report on our monitoring effort in the first half 
of 1980. 

As a part of our evaluation, we interviewed all present 
and former NRC Commissioners; present and former senior 
NRC staff officers; Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
DOR, and State officials; representatives of citizen groups 
which actively participate in nuclear regulation; and 
nuclear industry representatives. We also reviewed NRC 
internal audit reports and other NRC documents. 

The Three Mile Island accident occurred on March 28, 
1979, after we had substantially completed the audit work 
for this report. The causes and consequences of the acci
dent were investigated by the President's Commission on the 
Accident at Three Mile Island, and are still under investi
gation by the Congress, the NRC Commissioners, and the NRC 
staff. In this report, the accident is discussed only to 
the extent that it has resulted in specific NRC statements 
and actions important to the subjects discussed in the 
report. 



CHAPTER 2 

NRC_HAS_BEEN_COMPLACENT 

IN_RECOGNIZING AND RESPONDING TO 

MAJOR NUCLEAR REGULATORY ISSUES 

NRC's performance in both recognizing and responding to 
major nuclear regulatory issues can be characterized best as 
slow, indecisive, and cautious—in a word, complacent—but 
showing signs of improvement. Specifically: 

—In nuclear powerplant regulation, NRC has relied too 
much on the basic regulatory philosophy it inherited 
from AEC. 

—NRC has been slow to address and resolve major nuclear 
waste management issues. Much of this has been due 
to indecision by the NRC Commissioners. There are re
cent indications, however, that NRC is progressing 
much better in this area. 

—NRC has been slow to upgrade its safeguards regula
tions. 

--NRC has not established sufficient control over regu
latory research to insure that research activities 
are conducted efficiently and results are used 
effectively. 

NRC_HAS_BEEN_COMPLACENT_IN 
NUCLEAR POWERPLANT"REGULATION 

NRC has continued AEC initiatives and started new ones 
to improve nuclear powerplant regulation. Day-to-day, NRC 
has ccntinued to impose new regulatory requirements developed 
from research, powerplant operating experience, and other 
sources. In addition, on several occasions NRC has ordered 
utilities to shut down operating nuclear powerplants because 
of safety-related concerns. In March 1979, for example, NRC 
ordered five powerplants to shut down until seismic-related 
questions were resolved. To improve regulation over the 
long-term, NRC has been encouraging nuclear powerplant de
sign standardization and earlier site reviews, developing 
definitive statements of all safety and environmental licen
sing requirements, assigning resident inspectors to selected 
nuclear powerplants, systematically comparing older opera
ting nuclear powerplants to today's safety requirements, and 
expanding opportunities for public participation in regulation 
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At the same time, however, NRC has been complacent; 
that is, NRC has been slow to recognize the need to change 
some of the regulatory philosophy it inherited from AEC. 
This is demonstrated, we believe, by NRC's positions and 
subsequent inactions in responding to conclusions and recom
mendations in 7 of our 17 reports directly related to nuclear 
powerplant regulation. In those reports, we found that NRC 

—relied on licensees to identify and correct deficien
cies without enough emphasis on independent NRC in
spection and analysis, 

—did not attach sufficient importance to comprehensive 
and systematic evaluations of powerplant operating 
experiences, and 

—did not recognize the critical need for sound offsite 
emergency preparedness. 

We also made recommendations for cprrecting these weak
nesses in nuclear regulation which NRC either rejected out
right or implemented only to a limited degree. 

NRC placed too little emphasis 
on independent verification 

In three reports 1/ issued between June 1977, and Febru
ary 1979, we found that NRC was relying on licensees to moni
tor their own operations and identify and correct improprie
ties without enough independent NRC verification. For exam
ple, because NRC relied so much on utilities to identify and 
correct faulty nuclear powerplant construction and/or con
struction practices, it could not independently insure that 
powerplants were adequately constructed. 

We also found that NRC needs to be tougher and more 
aggressive in enforcing compliance with its regulations. 

prime importance; what was important was the act 

l/"Allegations of Poor Construction Practices on the North 
Anna Nuclear Powerplants," EMD-77-30, June 2, 1977; "The 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Needs To Aggressively Moni
tor And Independently Evaluate Nuclear Powerplant Con
struction," EMD-78-80, Sept. 7, 1978; and "Higher Penal
ties Could Deter Nuclear Violations," EMD-79-9, Feb. 16, 1979 



imposing occasional civil penalties to provide licensees a 
clear signal of NRC's concerns. 

One example illustrates both of these findings. In the 
latter part of 1976, NRC investigated alleged poor construc
tion practices at the Virginia Electric and Power Company's 
North Anna units 1 and 2. NRC's special investigation cen
tered on unit 1, which was over 90 percent constructed, with 
much less emphasis on unit 2, which was about 75 percent com
plete. The NRC inspectors found 32 instances of failure to 
meet acceptable construction criteria. Most of the inyesti-
gation findings had not been identified earlier by NRG in
spectors during routine inspections. 

As a result of its investigation, NRC announced that: 
certain allegations were correct; collectively, the substah-
tiated allegations and NRC-identified inspection violations 
were indicative of poor construction management control; but 
there was no direct safety significance associated with the 
inspection findings. 

NRC's conclusion was based on the defense-in-depthjde-r 
sign premise--if the identified construction defects had gone 
undetected and led to equipment failures, independent backup 
equipment or systems would have protected against a nuciear 
accident. In an unpublished analysis, however, NRC cohclUded 
that if some of the deficiencies had not been found and cor
rected, there could have been a decrease in reliability in 
certain secondary, backup, or supporting components or sys
tems which could have prevented them from responding cor
rectly in certain emergency situations. This might have re
moved one layer of safety required by NRC's nuclear power-
plant design criteria. 

As a result of its investigation, NRC 

— imposed a $31,900 civil penalty on the Virginia Elec
tric and Power Company for 11 violations of NRC regu
lations, 

—required the Company to correct the specific items of 
noncompliance, and 

--directed the Company to strengthen its management and 
quality assurance efforts to preclude further defi
ciencies. 

Several of the NRC investigators disagreed with or ex
pressed reservations about NRC's announced conclusion that 
the investigation findings had no direct safety significance. 



and they were surprised that a more harsh enforcement action 
was not taken in view of the investigation findings. 

We concluded in this case that NRC was putting too much 
reliance on the Company to audit its own past engineering 
judgments and events, considering the weaknesses identified 
in the Company's construction management capabilities and its 
interest in completing powerplant construction. NRC, however, 
disagreed on the basis that NRC inspectors would provide in
tensive overview of the Company's audits. 

NRC's enforcement policies of consolidating separate vio
lations of the same basic requirement into one violation and 
deliberately keeping penalty amounts low is why the penalty 
in the above case was only $31,900. What NRC did was consol
idate many separate violations of regulations and license 
conditions—an absolute minimura of 32 violations, but possibly 
many more, depending on one's interpretation of what consti
tutes a separate violation—into 11 violations. Based on 
one's calculation of the number of separate violations ranging 
upwards from 32, the civil penalty amount NRC could have im
posed could have ranged from about $82,000 to about $400,000. 
In commenting on our report which criticized NRC for not being 
tough enough in enforcing its regulations, NRC (1) disagreed 
that it was not sufficiently tough or aggressive in enforcing 
its regulations; (2) disagreed that it had not effectively 
used its civil penalty authority; and (3) acknowledged some 
internal disagreement on the practice of consolidating sepa
rate violations and said it was developing improved guidance 
in the interest of better enforcement uniformity. 

In our September 1978 report concluding that NRC relied 
too much on utilities to identify and correct faulty nuclear 
powerplant construction and/or construction practices, we 
made 10 recommendations for improving (1) NRC's basis for 
judging the quality of nuclear powerplant construction and 
(2) NRC inspection practices and the use of inspectors. 
While NRC agreed with the thrust of our conclusions and rec
ommendations, it did not fully agree in the areas of 

—making more effective use of inspectors' time and 
talents by reducing the time they spend on nontech
nical work, 

—using construction craftsmen interviews as an in
spection technique, and 

— improving inspection documentation and reporting 
practices. 



We continue to believe that the conclusions in our report 
in these areas are valid and that NRC should implement our 
recommendations. 

NRC did not attach sufficient 
importance to comprehensive 
?̂ l̂y.5̂ jLons_o_f_operatj.n£ 

NRC requires utilities operating nuclear powerplants to 
report unanticipated operating events which affect safiety4; 
related systems. In total, utilities report several thousand 
such events each year. From these reports, NRC prepares bi
weekly summaries and other standard reports which are widely 
distributed within NRC for review. 

In an April 1978 report 1/, we found that no individual 
or group coordinates NRC's review of these event reports or 
considers their general application to the license review 
process. Although NRC's fragmented approach to reviewing 
event reports had been useful, a concentrated systematic and 
coordinated approach to analyzing event reports would ienable 
NRC to better identify operating nuclear powerplant perfbrm
ance trends. NRC, in commenting on this report, said its 
review of operating data was well coordinated, and added that 
improvements would depend on additional manpower resources. 

In a January 1979 report 2/, we concluded that NRC's 
fragmented approach to analyzing event reports does not as
sure that NRC promptly finds all identifiable safety-related 
problems. We recommended that NRC define the scooe and fre
quency of required analyses, and documentation and disposi
tion procedures, for use in assessing event reports. In May 
1979—after the Three Mile Island accident and subsequent 
revelations that events similar to events contributing to the 
Three Mile Island accident had previously been reported to 
NRC by other utilities—NRC agreed that it needs procedures 
to assure complete and coordinated event report reviews. NRC 
also agreed that it should clearly define the scope and fre
quency of analysis required to identify safety issues. In 
July 1979 the NRC Commissioners established an office. 

l/"Nuclear Powerplant Licensing: Need For Additional Im
provements," EMD-78-29, Apr. 27, 1978. 

2/"Reporting Unscheduled Events At Commercial Nuclear Facil
ities: Opportunities To Improve Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission Oversight," EMD-79-16, Jan. 26, 1979. 
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reporting to the Executive Director for Operations,^r6|^|||j>l<? 
for systematic evaluation of operational events. The nfW;:||^ 
office became operational in October 1979. ^81 

NRCdid not recognize the need fbr illri^^^ 
sound_offsite_eme£3ency_pre2arednes^ H S I S 

In a March 1976 report 1/, we recpmmended that N^il 
intensify its efforts to encourage and assist StatesMipt 
nuclear powerplants within or near their borders^tQ^|epiO| 
sound nuclear emergency plans. We also concluded :thf|̂ |̂ i||||i 
efforts of NRC and other eraergency^related Federairagpf|e|^^^^^ 
were not successful, NRC would have to determine y|ietp||̂ |||| 
should continue t o license nuclear powerplants andro|h§i|p-
clear facilities in States without adequate,; nuclear eme^rg^n^ 

In a report 2/ issued 3 years'plater, ;we.^ConcluSei|||i||||i 
NRC had not made sufficient progress in encpuragihfKSp||| 
develop sound emergency plans. We therefore recpmmfndi|i|gte|^ 
NRC stop issuing nuclear powerplant ^^6ratinglicfnfep|||p^^^^g 

ijGM'itii 

, ..JfMSM 
.if1v-J.ilSf,&! .̂.... 

"- '"WiM 

States until they had developed Satisfactory emer|e^c^|||||||ii: 
and. until the utilities 'had'•made''vagreement;s^^with;^S 
local agencies assuring their full participation iri^^r^ 
emergency drills. While NRC does not have th^authori^ 
require States to develop nuclear efmergency plan 
make the issuance Of an operating license to a utility pl^^ 
tingent upon the existence of a sound State hiicleareiniier^^ 
gency plan and cooperative testing agreements. ;• 3 ''[:''.^[:J:'/.WSk. 

In its December 18, 1978, comments on bur draft repî rl̂ ^̂  
NRC disagreed, asserting that State aind local emerjgert<l?ŷ^̂^ 
provide an added margin of protection for the public M:^;T^ 
vicinity of a nuclear facility in which an adequatW m̂ aiigjû ^ 
of safety already exists. In this coritext, NRG said>|tat^<illF 
and local plans are not essential in determinihgwheth<sb̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ;̂P̂ ^̂ ^ 
NRC can license a powerplant to operate. 

Only after the Three Mile Island accident did NRG d̂ ci|ifî  
that State nuclear emergency preparedness should be a majOW 
and integral part of nuclear powerplant regulatibhV 

l/"Stronger Federal Assistance To States Needed For Radiation 
Emergency Response Planning," RED-76-73., Mar. 18, 1976. 

2/"Areas Around Nuclear Facilities Should Be Better JPrepared 
For Radiological Emergencies," EMD-78-110, Mar. 30/1979. 
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NBC_HAS BEENSLOW AND INDECISIVE IN 
RESOLVING NUCLEAR"WASTE"ISSUES ^ 

Since January 1975, we have issued eight reports on 
various nuclear Waste regulation issues. In each case, we 
found that NRC's progress was slow in addressing and resblving 
major regulatory issues. For exampie, we concluded that: 

—NRC should assign high priority to developing high-
level 1/ waste performance criteria and licensing 
procedures, 

—NRC should establish long-term care requirements for ; 
low-level:2/ waste disposal sites and require that 
adequate funding be established to supporit such 
requirements. 

—NRC did not know if many comraercial huclear facili
ties, such as manufacturers using radioaetiye^ mate
rials, closed down in the late 1950s';;ande;ariy 1960s ; 
had been properly decontaminated. Mbrebyer, after 
we brought this to NRC's attention in September 1976, 
NRC did not begin determining if any|of the facilities 
and/or grounds might constitute a public health prob
lem until Noveraber 1977, and has yet to complete this 
effort. 

NRC generally agreed that it needed to do much more in 
nuclear waste regulation, but over the years it has met few 
of its regulatory milestones because its activities have un-̂  
til recently been unfocused, uncoordinated, and underfunded. 
An underlying cause, we believe, has been NRC Commissioners' 
indecision on the proper scope and priorities of NRC's nuclear 
waste regulatory activities. There are several indications, I 
however, that this situation is now improving; for example, 
in a fiscal year 1979 budget reprogramming action, NRC almost 
doubled the resources devoted to nuclear waste regulation. 

1/High-level waste is created during reprocessing of spent 
nuclear fuel. Its radioactivity is measured in thousands ; 
of curies per gallon/and is considered one of the most: ^ ; 
hazardous and complex of all radioactive wastes to maheige. 

2/Low-level waste or other waste contains much lower cbncen-
trations of radioactivity than high-level waste, is gener--
ated by a wide variety of nuclear activities, and gene'rally 
consists of expendable items such as tissues and clothing. 
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^he Comm j. ssj-oner s have been indecisive 
on the proper scope of NRC's nuclear 
y?§? te_activitj.es 

In October 1975, the NRC staff presented the Commissioners 
a plan for developing nuclear waste regulatory programs. The 
NRC staff recommended taking the early initiative to develop 
a coordinated national regulatory prograra for nuclear waste 
management in advance of receiving any future waste disposal 
facility license applications by 

—setting regulatory goals and milestones; 

—clearly defining lead roles and interfaces with others, 
such as DOE, EPA, the Department of Transportation, 
and States 1/; 

—identifying actions and resources needed to assume an 
active rather than passive regulatory role; 

—preparing broadly scoped environmental impact state
ments to support regulatory programs; and 

—encouraging DOE to cooperate, through an interagency 
steering group, with NRC and other Federal agencies in 
preparing separate NRC and DOE environmental impact 
statements on generic waste management issues. 

The Commissioners neither approved nor disapproved the 
plan. Instead, they directed the NRC staff to explore with 
DOE possible cooperative arrangements for preparing a single 
programmatic environmental impact statement to support DOE's 
and NRC's respective high-level waste programs. To this day, 
the NRC Coramissioners have not established a plan of the scope 
proposed by the NRC staff either for its overall nuclear waste 
regulatory program or for its individual high-level waste and 
uranium mill tailings control programs, 

NRC nuclear waste activities have been 
unfocused, underfunded, and uncoordinated 

NRC has periodically expanded its nuclear waste regula
tory program staff, budget, and regulatory research efforts; 
but the absence of a Commissioner-approved nuclear waste plan 
setting out goals, objectives, and ."nilestones has resulted 

1/The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (U.S.C. 2021), 
permits NRC to transfer regulatory authority for nuclear 
materials to States under certain conditions. 
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in unfocused, underfunded, and uncoordinated regulatory ac
tivities. Specifically, until about February 1979, when we 
had substantially completed our review, NRC had not estab
lished a relationship with DOE; had not established an agency-
wide regulatory research plan; and had assigned a lower bud
get priority to nuclear waste activities than other activi
ties, such as nuclear powerplant licensing. 

The Congress assigned NRC responsibility for licensing 
and regulating DOE facilities for long-term storage or dis
posal of commercial- and DOE-generated high-level wastes* 
Therefore, NRC and DOE need to work closely together to in
sure an efficient and effective national high-level waste 
storage/disposal program. Their relationship, however, must 
also recognize NRC's need, as the regulator, for independence. 
The NRC staff's October 1975 nuclear waste plan recognized 
this and recommended an early determination of NRC's relation
ship with DOE in developing their respective nuclear waiste 
management programs and accompanying programmatic environmen
tal impact statements. The Commissioners, however, did not 
approve the recommended plan. As a result, until January 1979, 
the NRC staff did not make any efforts to keep itself informed 
about DOE's programs, and at that time discovered that NRC*s 
and DOE's programs had been proceeding in different directions. 
Since then, the NRC staff has met monthly with DOE at public 
meetings to discuss high-level waste management issues. 

By not taking the initiative tc structure a relationship 
with DOE to coordinate their respective programs, NRC has still 
not decided, after 4 years, to what extent it should rely pn 
DOE's high-level waste environmental statement in discharging 
NRC's own environmental responsibilities. Timely resolution 
of this issue is needed to reduce the chances of future delays 
in licensing one or more DOE high-level waste storage faciii-
ties. NRC has also largely wasted $513,000 by paying a con
tractor to review background materials while awaiting an early 
draft of DOE's commercial high-level waste program environmen
tal statement. According to NRC, an additional 1 to 2 staff-
years of NRC and contractor effort will now be necessary tp 
review the actual draft statement. Moreover, NRC is about 2 
years behind DOE in assessing the suitability of various geo
logic media for potential high-level waste repositories, and 
may have lost the opportunity for early identification and 
resolution of inconsistencies between DOE's research and de
velopment activities and NRC's regulatory standards and 
criteria. 

NRC has not established an agencywide plan for nuclear 
waste regulatory research. In the first years of NRC's 
existence, most research projects were funded and managed 
by NRC's Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards 
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rather than its Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research; and, 
according to one waste program official, the limited re
search requested of the research office was often either 
too broad or too narrow in scope, and was requested without 
designation of priorities. This official acknowledged that 
NRC has performed poorly in identifying and acting on nuclear 
waste regulatory research needs. 

In 1978, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 1/ 
concluded that NRC's nuclear waste research program was un-rr 
coordinated and unfocused. The Advisory Committee found both 
a lack of systematic processes for identifying research needis 
and assigning them priorities, and inadequate communication 
of research needs to the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
NRC acknowledged these shortcomings and said it would improve 
procedures for identifying and coordinating nuclear waste re-̂  
search needs. In October 1979, the NRC staff told us that it 
is now devoting considerable effort to developing an agency-
wide waste management plan which will integrate research re
guirements of all NRC offices. 

NRC's nuclear waste regulatory program began with one 
professional and one non-professional staff member and has 
since grown into division status. NRC has budgeted more 
and more funds for nuclear waste activities in recent years, 
particularly for decommissioning—shutting down a nuclear 
facility with actions taken to prevent radiation-related 
health and safety problems—and low-level waste regulation. 
NRC's nuclear waste activities, however, have consistently 
received lower budget priority than other regulatory activ
ities, such as Staff reviews of nuclear powerplant license 
applications. Furthermore, nuclear waste regulatory activ
ities have been assigned substantially different budget 
priorities among various NRC staff offices. In NRC's 1980 
budget, for example, the Office of Nuclear Material Safety 
and Safeguards' nuclear waste activities were ranked 16th in 
agencywide priority, while nuclear waste activities in the 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research were ranked 37th. 

NRC HAS BEEN SLOW TO UPGRADE 
SAFEGUARDS REGULATIONS 

In the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 
5844), the Congress specified that NRC include safeguards 
against threats, thefts, and sabotage of licensed nuclear 

1/The Committee is a statutory advisory committee which 
independently reviews nuclear powerplant construction 
and operating license applications and other matters. 
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facilities and materials in its licensing and related 
regulatory functionis. Safeguards encompass nuclear material 
accountability and control, and nuclear facility physical 
security requirements, 

NRC has periodically upgraded its safeguards regulations 
in the areas of accounting for and control of special nucleiar 
material, nuclear powerplant security, security at nuclear 
fuel cycle facilities, and transportation safeguards. Even 
so, NRC has been slow to act. A former NRC Chairman charac
terized NRC's safeguards program as one deserving "just dis
satisfaction," and the current Chairman had described the pro? 
gram as "uneven"—with more stringent requirements for Spme ! 
nuclear operations than others. For example, in 1977, NRC 
defined the minimum threat level utilities must use in design
ing nuclear powerplant security programs, but NRC has not 
done so for nuclear fuel cycle facilities or the transporta
tion of nuclear materials. 

Following are examples demonstrating how NRC has been 
slow to act in safeguards regulation: 

—NRC has always had the authority to require certain 
licensee employees to have NRC access authorizations 
to enter senis it ive areas of licensed facilities. In 
May 1977, we recommended !_/ that NRC require certain 
licensees to develop and use personnel security clear
ance, programs; however, NRC has still not adopted a 
policy and regulations to exercise this authority. 

—Although AEC published draft regulations for nuclear 
powerplant security in November 1974, NRC (1) did not 
publish the final regulations until February 1977, 27 
months later; (2) gave utilities an additional 18 
months (until August 1978) to comply with construction 
and eguipment-related provisions; and (3) subsequently 
further extended the compliance deadline because of 
deficiencies in utilities revised security plans sub
mitted to NRC for approval. 

—The above regulations did not require utilities to 
upgrade the caliber of guard forces. This aspect of 
nuclear powerplant security is recognized as the 

l/"Comfflercial Nuclear Fuel Facilities Need Better Security," I 
EMD-77-40a, May 2, 1977. 
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major shortcoming. In April 1977, we recommended 1 / 
that NRC establish specific and stringent requirements 
for upgrading guard forces, and NRC adopted regulations 
requiring utilities to upgrade guard force training and 
equipment in October 1978. 

—NRC requires licensees possessing special nuclear 
materials to account for inventories on a total 
plant basis rather than on individual process areas 
within a plant—called material balance areas. There
fore, material losses or thefts within one material 
balance area might not be isolated and identified 
because they could be canceled out by losses and 
gains measured elsewhere. In May 1977, we recom
mended 2_/ that NRC account for special nuclear mate
rial by individual material balance area but NRC has 
not made such a change. 

NRC HAS NOT ESTABLISHED SUFFICIENT 
REGULATORY RESEARCH PROGRAM CONTROLS 

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5845) 
assigned NRC responsibility for conducting research neces
sary for it to perform its licensing and related regulatory 
functions. According to NRC, this research involves estab
lishing the validity of safety principles underlying nuclear 
technologies now in use. In December 1977, the Congress 
also directed NRC to develop a long-term plan for projects 
to develop new or improved systems for nuclear powerplants. 

The Congress intended that NRC have an independent cap
ability to develop and analyze technical information, but 
not to own research facilities. NRC was to use the facil
ities and expertise available from DOE, other Federal agen
cies, and private contractors to carry out its analytical 
and experimental research activities. NRC's research 
activities are managed by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory 
Research. Its budget has grown form $98 million in fiscal 
year 1976 to about $185 million in fiscal year 1980. 

Both our office and NRC's Office of Inspector and 
Auditor have periodically reported on weaknesses in NRC's 
management of research projects, particularly in its 

l/"Security At Nuclear Powerplants—At Best, Inadequate," 
EMD-77-32, Apr. 7, 1977. 

^''Commercial Nuclear Fuel Facilities Need Better Security, 
EMD-77-40a, May 2, 1977. 
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relationships with and use of DOE laboratories. These 
reports document, over a period in excess of 3 years, NRC's 
slow progress in establishing controls over its nuclear re
search activities to insure that research projects at DOE 
laboratories are conducted in the most effective and ef
ficient manner, and that projects are tracked from incep
tion through incorporation into nuclear regulation, 

NRC has been slow to establish firm 
control over research at DOE laboratories 

NRC conducts a large portion of its research at DOE's 
national laboratories. Management responsibility for this 
research is divided between DOE and NRC and is laid out in 
agreements between the two agencies. On several occasions, 
however, GAO and NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor have 
reported on weaknesses in NRC's management of research at 
DOE laboratories. Specifically: 

—In March 1976, we reported 1/ that the memorandum 
setting out how DOE and NRC would manage NRC's Ibss-
of-fluid test facility, NRC's major research project 
for reactor safety, should provide detailed procedures 
for conducting the project and resolving disputes. NRC 
and DOE agreed and implemented our recommendation. Ac
cording to NRC officials, the project is now running 
smoothly within cost and schedule estimates. 

—In July 1976, NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor 
concluded that weaknesses in NRC/DOE research agree
ments covering four large projects have contributed to 
project management problems, and that, unless the 
weaknesses were corrected on future projects, they 
would continue to cause problems, 

—In August IS76, we reported 2 / that NRC (1) had 
poorly managed a multi-million dollar reactor re
search project by hastily preparing cost and sched
ule estimates and using a contractor without demon
strated ability, and (2) was repeating some of the 
same mistakes in its planning and decisionmaking 
process for designing an alternative project. 

l/''Development of Interagency Relationships in the Regulation 
of Nuclear Materials," RED-76-72. Mar, 10, 1976, 

2/'*Poor Management of a Nuclear Light Water Reactor Safety 
Project," EMD-76-4. Aug. 25, 1976, 
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—In April 1978, we recommended 1 / that NRC establish 
a management information system to identify and doc
ument the degree to which the results of all research 
projects benefit the licensing process. At that time, 
NRC's procedures covered only the 88 more important 
of 500 or more research projects. As discussed below, 
NRC has still not completely implemented our 
recommendation. 

—In March 1979, we reported 2 / that NRC was heavily 
relying on DOE laboratories without trying to iden
tify other qualified contractors. As a result, NRC 
did not know if it received the best services at the 
most reasonable costs. NRC's reliance on DOE labora
tories was largely based on the laboratories' his
torical abilities to meet NRC's needs, and working 
relationships built up over the years. 

In November 1978, a former Commissioner told us that 
despite NRC's agreement with DOE governing management of NRC 
research, NRC had been "like a beggar" in scheduling work at 
DOE laboratories. He said DOE field offices had oh occasion 
changed the direction and scope of NRC's research and had 
limited NRC's contracts with the DOE contractors who operate 
the laboratories. A present NRC official expressed concern 
that the DOE laboratories were assigning all of their best 
people to DOE projects. 

NRC has not established controls to 
track research through incorporation 
into regulatory requirements 

Each year NRC has used about 50 percent of its entire 
budget for research activities. Not until 1977, however, 
after the Office of Management and Budget questioned the 
effectiveness of NRC's research program, did NRC establish 
procedures to (1) insure that research users get a voice 
in deciding research priorities, (2) formally transmit 
important research results to user offices, and (3) track 
research results and document their final uses in developing 

l/'Nuclear Powerplant Licensing: Need for Additional Im
provements," EMD-78-29, Apr. 27, 1978. 

2/Report to the Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation, Senate 
Committee on Environment and Public Works, on system for 
acquiring and using outside assistance and expertise, 
EMD-79-37, Mar. 7, 1979. 
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regulations, regulatory guides, or other regulatory 
requirements. 

These procedures have improved management control over 
NRC's research program, but they do not go far enough to 
•close the loop" so NRC management can match research proj
ects and costs with their impacts on regulatory require
ments. Furthermore, NRC's procedures do not cover most 
research projects nor do the procedures insure that research 
results are used in a timely manner. 

In response to the Office of Management and Budget crit?-
icism, NRC developed a "research information letter" tb trahis-
mit research results to user offices. Each letter summarizes 
the result, potential application, and regulatory impabt of 
completed research. Each letter may include results from one, 
part of one, or parts of many research projects. The letters 
do not, however, identify the included research projects, pr 
portions of projects, and their costs. The letters also dp 
not tell NRC managers exactly how completed research was usied 
in the regulatory process. The letters may state that re-r 
search results have been used to modify or confirm existing 
regulatory requirements or develop new requirements, but they 
are not specific enough to describe how they affected the 
language of regulatory requirements. A more precise state
ment of how completed research was or could be used in the 
regulatory process would give NRC managers more confidence 
that research results are fully incorporated into the regula'-
tory process. In this regard, several research office staff 
members have stated to us their concerns that the Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation was not fully using research 
results. 

By April 1978, about 1 year after NRC said it would 
establish research project tracking procedures, only the 88 
most important of 'whe 500 or more NRC research projects Were 
covered by the research information letter system. By July 
1979, the number of covered projects has increased to 104. 

While it may not be necessary or practical to transmit 
all research project results in the form of research infor
mation letters, at a minimum, we believe, NRC should sumniarize 
and evaluate the results of each project and make them avail
able for management review. This would help NRC's management 
evaluate research projects, allocate future research funds, 
and maximize the impact of NRC research on nuclear regulatipn. 

NRC's procedures also do not insure timely incorporatiPh 
of research results in nuclear regulation. Por example, NRC 
has not yet incorporated in its regulations the results of 
two major research projects completed in early 1977. NRC 
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has not done so because it has not developed methods to assess 
their respective impacts on the overall level of safety pro
vided by NRC's nuclear powerplant emergency core cooling sys
tem regulation, 

NRC's nuclear research program has centered on confirming 
the validity of assumptions AEC used to develop regulatory 
requirements for emergency core cooling systems. In January 
1976, the Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, 
told a nuclear industry group that research into two parts of 
its emergency core cooling system regulations was rapidlY con
firming substantial amounts of conservatism in thesef parts of 
the regulations. About 1 year later, in January 1977, and in 
March 1977, NRC published the results of the research projects 
which confirmed the Director's earlier prediction. 

Changing NRC's regulations to reflect the completed re
search projects would have allowed utilities to operate nu
clear powerplants more efficiently. NRC decided, however, 
that it could not change its regulations until it could assess 
the impact on the overall level of safety provided by the 
emergency core cooling regulations. NRC does not expect to 
complete this assessment until mid-1980. 

Thus, despite the fact that in January 1976 NRC knew 
its research would probably demonstrate two overly conserva
tive safety margins in its emergency core cooling system reg
ulation, NRC does not plan to remove the excessive margins 
until mid-1980—about 5 years after the research office 
director's announcement and almost 4 years after NRC completed 
the two research projects, 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our evaluations of NRC's performance in nuclear power-
plant regulation, in nuclear waste regulation, in safeguards, 
and regulatory research reveal a common pattern of complacency 
and general lack Oi.' aggressiveness in regulating commercial 
nuclear activities. Although NRC has made improvements in 
all of these areas, it has often been slow and indecisive 
in both recognizing and responding to new issues. 

In nuclear powerplant regulation, NRC has continued AEC 
initiatives and started others on its own to improve the 
quality of regulation. At the same time, however, NRC has 
been slow to recognize that some of the basic regulatory 
philosophy it inherited from AEC needed to be changed; specif
ically, in the areas of inspection and enforcement policies 
which place too much reliance on utilities in identifying 
and correcting deficiencies, operating experience, and off-
site emergency preparedness. 
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NRC's progress in addressing and resolving major nuclear 
waste management issues has been slow because its regulatory 
activities have been unfocused, uncoordinated, and underfunded. 
Much of this, we believe, stems from early and continuing : 
Com.missioner-level indecision on the proper scope, directibhy 
and priority of nuclear waste regulatory activities. In par--
ticular, NRC needs to establish a formal relationship with DOE 
which will permit both agencies to effectively and efficiently 
coordinate their high-level nuclear waste programs without; 
compromising NRC's ability to independently license and regu
late future DOE high-level waste storage and/or disposal facil
ities. The recently initiated monthly NRC and DOE staff 
meetings appear to be a step in the right direction. On this! 
same general subject, NRC should decide now whether or inpt, ;ahd 
if so, to what extent, it should rely on DOE high-level waste 
programmatic environmental statements in discharging NRC'^ own 
responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969. In 1979, there have been indications—the monthly 
meetings with DOE and the creation and staffing of a waste 
management division—that NRC may now be making significant 
progress in this important regulatory area. 

In the area of nuclear safeguards- NRC has periodically 
upgraded its regulations governing special nuclear materials 
accounting and control, nuclear powerplant and fuel cycle facil
ity physical security, and transportation. This upgrading, 
however, has been slow ahd uneven, resulting in more strihgent 
requirements for some nuclear operations than others. 

Finally, NRC has been slow to establish control over its 
research activities. Our Office and NRC's Office of InspeCtbr 
and Auditor have continuously found management weaknesses rela
ted to control Over NRC research performed at DOE laboratories, 
and matching research expenditures with research results and' 
impacts on nuclear regulation. On the latter point, we believe 
NRC should track research projects from their inception thrbugh 
their end uses in the regulatory process to provide better asi-
surance that research results are fully used, 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE NUCLEAR 
R|GULATORy_CpMMISSIONER| 

We recommend that the Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission, and the other NRC Commissioners: 

—Take the initiative in formalizing a relationship 
between NRC and DOE which permits the agencies to 
coordinate their high-level waste programs without 
compromising NRC's ability to independently license 
and regulate future DOE high-level waste storage 
and/or disposal facilities, 
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—Decide whether or not, and if so, how much, NRC 
should rely on DOE high-level nuclear waste pro
grammatic environmental statements in discharging 
NRC's responsibilities under the National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969, 

—Track research projects from inception through 
incorporation into licensing and related regulatory 
processes to insure that research results are incor
porated to the fullest possible extent into nuclear 
regulation, 

NRC COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

Each of the five NRC Commissioners provided written com
ments on this report. The full text of their comments are 
in Appendices III through VII. Chairman Joseph M. Hendrie 1/ 
and Commissioners John F. Ahearne, Peter A. Bradford, and 
Victor Gilinsky agreed, to varying degrees, with the general 
thrust of our report. Commissioner Richard T. Kennedy did 
not, although he agreed that our report contains many justi
fied criticisms. 

The NRC staff chose not to formally comment on the report. 
NRC staff offices did, however, provide informal comments. 
Most of these comments pertained either to the factual accu
racy of the report or to matters not discussed in the draft 
report which the NRC staff offices believed should be dis
cussed . 

Where appropriate, we have changed our report to reflect 
comments of NRC Commissioners and staff offices. 

Although no commenters disagreed with our conclusion that 
NRC could not independently ensure that nuclear powerplants 
were properly constructed, three Commissioners—Chairman 
Hendrie and Commissioners Ahearne and Kennedy—noted that 
because of the size of the inspection task (1) NRC would 
have to continue its primary reliance on utilities, and (2) 
NRC would need additional resources to increase its independent 
verification capability. NRC is now receiving additional 

1/On December 7, 1979, the President designated Commissioner 
John F. Ahearne as NRC's chairman. Because Commissioner 
Hendrie, however J commented on our report in his capacity 
as NRC's chairman, we refer to him in our report as Chair
man Hendrie. 
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staff resources, particularly to assign resident inspectors 
to nuclear powerplant sites. If properly used, these inspec
tors should go a long way towards providing the independent 
verification we considered desirable. 

In his comments on emergency preparedness around nuclear 
powerplants, Commissioner Kennedy pointed out that (1) prior 
to Three Mile Island NRC required licensees to have agree
ments with State and local authorities to deal with off-
site effects of emergencies, and (2) since 1975 NRC has had 
programs to assist states in developing emergency plans. 
Despite these efforts, as of March 1979, only 10 of 43 states 
with nuclear facilities had emergency response plans contain
ing all the preparedness elements NRC considers necessary. 
This lack of progress is precisely the reason why we recom
mended that NRG not permit nuclear powerplants to operate 
until State emergency response plans meet NRC preparedness 
requirements. 

Chairman Hendrie and Commissioners Ahearne, Gilinsky, 
and Bradford generally agreed with our comments on NRC's 
nuclear waste program, but they pointed out that much pro
gress has been made in the past 6 months. Furthermore, 
Chairman Hendrie and Commissioner Kennedy wanted to clarify 
that the Department of Energy has the primary responsibility 
for providing nuclear waste storage./disposal solutions. 
Chairman Hendrie and Commissioner Bradford also pointed out 
that Administration decisions, for example deferral of spent 
fuel reprocessing; have complicated NRC efforts in waste 
management. 

Commissioner Bradford commented that it was not meaning
ful to say that waste received a lower priority than items ' 
such as the staff review of nuclear powerplant license appli
cations. We disagree. Issues which require input from many 
offices should be consistently related to an agency-wide 
priority. The NRC staff recognized the problem we pointed 
out and said it is studying how to structure priorities 
along the lines of program relevance. 

Commissioners Bradford and Kennedy commented that it 
was not fair to say the NRC staff had deliberately not made 
any efforts to keep itself informed about DOE's high level 
waste management program. While the lack of coordination 
may not have been deliberate, NRC was clearly poorly informed 
on DOE's waste program. We have reworded our statement to 
highlight the lack Of effective coordination, rather than 
its deliberateness. 

Cue draft report stated that NRC has never chosen to 
base Its safeguards regulations on the highest realistic 
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threat—the maximum credible threat--to nuclear facilitlfS^lipi 
and materials, as'calculated in a-l974---'-AEG •Directpr..̂ ;̂!̂ ^̂ ^ 
Regulation study. Commissioner Kennedy and the NRCI iOiifipilfl 
of Nuclear-Mater ial: Safety and Safeguards'.-statM-z^lillli?^^ 
safeguards regulations are now based ph the hifheiirn^ 
threat as determined in a thprough NRC rievieW pbinE^|et^tilliili 
March 1979—a review which cpnsidered the 1974 A^ifsti^i^ fiiE|--l) 
and many others.;.: 'Because we have•;.ho: •technical-..baisi,^.|ii^^ 
port the -higher :threat. l e v e l pbs t Ulated:. I n :;:the' 197-4 ::|ik|ll|-iH!#|p^^ 
s tudy, we deleted'^th i s discUssibhi;-from: our •'•final :i;'eipi^ 

In h i s comments on our assessMmentr^of NRCIs^res^ 
program. Chairman :flendrie said '̂.he^-^^agreed: with\: th*^;iNRe:;|;^|pi|j!l?^ 
p o s i t i o n , which' is . that it-.is:/uh'rieceeiBary.:;ana:--tb6^]cbai^ 
include each research pro jec t .in^i'ltsVtesearbh:: trac] | i |h| | | |S3ift^^ 
The s t a f f ' s ob jec t i o n i s based' on^a' . :misinterpreta#ib!p| | | | f | |p 
p o s i t i o n . We do.-not b e l i e v e 'that:;each project>:.;hb;jp«^^ 
smal l , needs 'to':be' f u l l y covered-;by.-:ah'''elabprate;-'1ir;a^^ 
system. We do,: however', believe^:tha:t'^^allV'r€lsearGh':Hp]lfi§^^ 
should be subjected to some. manage(-riai:;':.cpntrpl;;^tp..lhs|!^^ 
NRC's research funds are we l l 'Speht ahd=?-that:Vthe:..:-resu^^ 
recognized in the regulatory proces s ; 

l!^"'-;'l 
:3s:r si&'Si 
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CHAPTER 3 

LACK_OP, EFFECTIVE 

COMMISSIONER-LEVEL^LEADERSHIP 

HAS IMPAIRED NUCLEAR REGULATION 

The complacency, indecision, and slow pace of progresjsi | 
in improving nuciear regulation discussed initheprevipu^ 
chapter is in large part due to NRC Commissioners' lack ofi i 
leadership. To some extent, NRC's leaderishipprbblemi^ 
a price that must be paid fpr thp benefits of a commis^ibtlh 
rather than a single-headed agency. Seyerali Iraipprtant;ibeniê ^ 
fits of commissions are that each decision reflects thĉ Ciiiî  
bined judgments of all membersr groujp decisiphmaking prbvi^iis 
a barrier to arbitrary and capricious actipn/dlecisions are I 
based on different points of view, and each mienibermiustcpn^ i 
vince the others of his point of view and understand the 
views of his colleagues. | 

These advantages, however, must be balanced against tl) | 
many problems which critics suggest are: pervasiveamonĝ ^̂ ^̂ î  
pendent regulatory commissions, including a failure to plan 
and develop long range goals and objectives; a seemin9 reliic-; 
tance to formulate coherent regulatory policies as guides to ' 
adjudications and rulemakings; a neglect of jprogram review 
and evaluation of regulatory effectiveness and impact; and a | 
tendency toward procrastination and delay. 

While the commission form may make effective and effi-| 
cient management more difficult than ih single-headed agen
cies, the NRC Commissioners' lack of leadership has exacer- i 
bated this problem. First, the Commissioners have not I 
provided clear and timely direction for the NRC staffv the 
nuclear industry, and the public by establishing measurable : 
NRC-wide goals, objectives, and systems for measuring per^ M 
formance. As a result, NRC has been able to measure its regi-; 
ulatory performance only by its ability to meet self-imposed i 
schedules or by the frequency or infrequency of events--the i 
most obvious of which occurred at the "Three Nile Island nu-: 
clear powerplant. 

Second, the Commissioners have not controlled pblicy-
making within NRC. While there are exceptions, the Commis- : 
sioners generally do not decide when new policies are needed,1 
which new policy requirements should receive priprity atten- : 
tion, or how policies should be written. Instead, the Cpn- ; 
missioners have generally left these matters to tl.s discretion 
of the NRC staff and reserved for themselves the prerbgative 
of final approval. The NRC staff, on the other hand, has been 
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engaged in the day-to-day business of nuclear regulation, 
and has not had the;time or ability to step back and objec
tively assess policy needs. The result has been poor policy
making performance, NRC has often been slow to recognize 
where new policies were needed and slow to develop policies 
when the needs were recognized. 

Finally, the Commissioners have not clearly defined 
either their own roles in nuclear regulation, or their rela
tionship to the Executive Director for Operations and the 
major NRC staff offices. This has seriously detracted from 
regulatory efficiency and effectiveness, 

THE COMMISSIONERS HAVE NOT 
DEVELOPED MEASURABLE GOALS, 
OBJECTIVES, AND EVALUATION 
SYSTEMS 

Early in our review, we sought to identify and match 
NRC's goals and objectives against claimed accomplishments. 
While such a comparison would have provided a starting 
point for measuring NRC's performance—its own view of its 
successes and disappointments--NRC has poorly defined goals 
and, for that reason, no clear measure of its own success. 
Various officials referred us to one or more of three prin
cipal documents for statements of NRC goals and objectives. 
These are a 5-year plan, a management-by-objective docu
ment, and NRC's annual report to the President. The 5-year 
plan lists regulatory program objectives and the accomplish- ' 
ments NRC must make to achieve those objectives; the manage
ment-by-objective document identifies 11 NRC-wide objectives 
of "stated" interest to NRC's Commissioners; and the Energy 
Reorganization Act requires NRC to include a clear state
ment of short-range and long-range goals, priorities, and 
plans in its annual report. Collectively, however, these 
three sources have only limited value as statements of NRC 
goals and objectives. Specifically: 

—Goals and objectives are so broadly stated that it 
would be difficult or impossible to measure perform
ance. For example, in the 5-year plan, thr first 
objective of NRC's nuclear powerplant licensing activ
ities is to continue issuing licenses after comprehen
sive staff reviews and public hearings to assure that 
powerplants will operate without endangering public 
health and safety, 

—The Commissioners never formally approved the 5-year 
plan, and have met only once to discuss the status of 
1 of the 11 NRC objectives ostensibly of interest to 
the Commissioners, 
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--NRC's agencywide objectives bear no close relation
ship with NRC's budget plan. For example, the first 
agencywide management-by-objective program objective 
is developing a high-level nuclear waste regulatory 
program. Yet, the high-level waste program is a much 
higher priority item in the fiscal year 1980 budget 
of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safe
guards, the lead office for waste prograras, than for 
the Office of Regulatory Research which must do re
search needed for a waste program. Furthermore, the 
budget priority for reviewing nuclear powerplant 
license applications was higher than the priority for 
the high-level waste program. 

—Agencywide objectives are not very meaningful because 
no mechanism exists to review and update them. 

We also requested NRC staff office directors to identify their 
major short- and long-range goals for each fiscal year begin
ning with fiscal year 1976 and match these goals against ac
complishments. Their responses were, to a large extent, loose 
collections of tasks initiated and tasks completed, and none 
relied much on any of the three sources discussed above. 

Other NRC officials acknowledged that either NRC does 
not have any overall goals and objectives, or that goals are 
implied rather than explicit. Several officials said the 
lack of clear NRC goals would make it difficult for an out
sider to determine if NRC was regulating effectively. In 
fact, one former NRC official said that for precisely this 
reason, he was unable to effectively evaluate NRC's perform
ance even though such evaluations were a part of his job. 

Since January 1979, NRC has been developing a policy and 
planning guidance system by which the Commissioners can set 
out major objectives and specific guidance for program and 
budget development for a 5-year period. If developed and 
implemented, the system will replace the 5-year and manage
ment-by-objective documents discussed above. The NRC Com
missioners have endorsed the new system concept, although 
one Commissioner is very skeptical about its usefulness; but 
development and implementation has been delayed by the Three 
Mile Island nuclear: powerplant accident. NRC presently plans 
to use the system as the basis for preparing its fiscal year 
1982 budget. This new planning system appears to be an im
provement over the systems to be discarded because it will 
tie all NRC program and budget planning to a Comraissioners' 
statement of regulatory policies:and priorities. Whether or 
not the new system meets expectations, however, depends in 
large part on the support it receives at the outset from 
the NRC Commissioners. 
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The Commissioners have accepted regulatory 
practices without critical analysis 

While performance evaluation is always important, it 
seems especially critical in a new organization created with 
broad new responsibilities and a clear mandate to improve 
regulatory performance. In its early years, however, NRC 
and the Commissioners seem to have been overly willing to 
accept current practice without critical analysis of 
performance. 

In December 1976, a congressional committee review con
cluded that, despite the existence of regulatory management 
problems, the first NRC Commissioners assumed everything was 
in order and did not question, evaluate, or strengthen NRC 
management and regulatory procedures. We found similar and 
continuing indications of the Commissioners' acceptance of 
things as they were, uritil late 1978, when the Comraissioners 
ordered a review of the appropriateness of continuing heavy 
reliance on Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards as NRC's 
final authority on license applications. The Atomic Energy 
Commissioners set up appeal boards to raake final AEC decisions 
on coramercial license applications because the AEC Commis
sioners were busy with their research and development as well 
as military applications responsibilities. The new NRC, how
ever, had five Commissioners whose time was to be entirely 
devoted to nuclear regulation--thus the propriety of contin
uing to rely on appeal boards was finally raised when NRC was 
almost 4 years old. 

T^§ Commissioners have not 
fully used their inspection 
off ice to evaluate NRC performance 

The Commissioners have not fully used their Office of In
spector and Auditor--an independent NRC office without vested 
program interests--to evaluate NRC's performance. In its 
initial audit program/ this Office planned to perform a full 
management overview of NRC's principal functions by about 
October 1977. In January 1979, the Office director estimated 
that the plan had slipped 3 years because of unanticipated 
investigations and because it had been given the responsi
bility to surface and address staff dissenting views. 

The Office of Inspector and Auditor has completed studies 
of NRC's reactor standardization progiam, export licensing 
procedures, and materials licensing, but has had to discon
tinue one nuclear powerplant inspection review, suspend a 
research review, and defer any work on nuclear waste manage
ment. These are all important elements of NRC's overall nu
clear regulation program. 
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Increased use of the Office of Inspector and Auditor 
could provide the Coramissioners with objective appraisals 
of NjRC staff performance. It could also enhance acceptance 
of changes by the NRC staff and provide solutions to problems 
not seen by NRC's prograra offices since the Office is in a 
better position to objectively assess issues than are NRC's 
prograra offices. 

TH?_COMMISS^ONERS_HAVE_NOT 
CONTROLLED POLICYMAKING 

Policymaking may be the most important part of NRC's 
system for regulating commercial nuclear activities, NRC 
regulations and Commissioners' policy statements forra the 
basic policies of nuclear regulation and shape NRC's licen>-
sing and other regulatory activities. Because NRC regulates 
in a dynamic environmentf it is continually changing old and 
developing new policies to provide guidance to the regulated 
industry, the NRC staff, hearing and appeal boards, and the 
public. 

Despite the importance of policymaking to nuclear regu
lation, the Commissioners have generally left to the NRC staff 
decisions on when new policies are needed, which new policy 
requirements should receive priority attention, and how poli
cies should be written. The Comraissioners established a 
Commission-level Office of Policy Evaluation to advise thera 
on proposed policies, and have generally reserved to them
selves only the prerogative of final policy approval. We 
found widespread agreement within and outside NRC—including 
several present NRC Comraissioners—that Comraissioners need 
to take a more active policymaking role, but we found few ef
forts to do so. On the other hand, while the NRC staff has 
both the responsibility and technical proficiency to iden
tify and develop NRC policies, it has not had the objective 
perspective necessary for effective policymaking since it has 
been engaged in the day-to-day business of nuclear regulation. 

As a result, NRC's overall performance in the important 
area of policymaking has been poor. Specifically: 

—NRC has often been slow to recognize policy needs. 
Therefore, issues which should have been addressed 
once in an NRC policy have been addressed over and over 
in individual licensing proceedings, and hearing and 
appeal board decisions frequently have had the 
practical effect of setting NRC policies. 

—NRC has often taken far too long to develop regu
latory policies because of time consuming coordi
nation procedures, the lack of sufficient 
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Comraissioners' direction to the staff, and conversely, 
NRC staff disagreeraents with the Comraissioners on pro
posed policiies. 

All of this has impaired regulatory effectiveness by forcing 
the NRC staff, licensing and appeal boards, the regulated in
dustry, and the public to raise, address, and resolve issues 
in a piecemeal fashion in individual licensing proceedings. 

^??. hasbeen slow to 
recognize policy needs 

The NRC staff offices with day-to-day responsibility for 
regulating commercial nuclear activities have often not been 
able to perceive either the need for NRC policies or the sub
stance of policies the Comraissioners desire. The Coramis
sioners have provided the NRC staff with very iittle guidance 
or direction on issues which should be resolved by policy
making. As discussed below, the NRC staff usually has not 
had any Commissioner guidance on proposed policies until the 
policies have been drafted and submitted to the Commissioners 
for review. 

As a result of the above, licensing and appeal boards 
have often found little in the way of NRC policies to guide 
them in deciding issues raised in individual licensing cases. 
In the absence of specific NRC policies, they have in effect 
made NRC policy in their decisions on these issues. For exam^ 
pie, a major nuclear powerplant regulatory concern in recent 
years has been NRC's failure to resolve, on a generic basisV 
several issues common to many or all powerplants. The Commis
sioners have not established any policy on how the NRC staff 
should recognize and address these issues in each nuclear 
powerplant licensing case. In the absence of an NRC policy; 
an appeal board directed, in the context of a licensing deci
sion, the NRC staff to explicity document in its safety repbrt 
what the NRC staff is doing in the subject licensing case, and 
all future licensing cases, to address each unresolved generic 
safety issue. 

We found many similar examples of appeal board and 1icen-
sing board decisions setting out guidance—in effect NRC 
policy—to the NRC staff for addressing issues in future licen
sing cases. It is no wonder that hearing and appeal boards 
find they must provide guidance to the NRC staff in the absence 
of NRC policy. Following the appeal board decision in the 
above example, the principal NRC staff officer sought Commis
sioners' clarification and guidance on how to proceed. The 
Chairman, however, told this official to talk to people and 
make his own decision; and the appeal board would let him know 
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if he decided correctly the next tirae the staff presented 
these issues in a licensing case. 

Following are two additional examples demonstrating 
that NRC's tardiness in recognizing and acting on policy 
needs results in inefficient case-by-case consideration of 
issues in licensing proceedings. In November 1975, a citi-; 
zen group petitioned NRC to correct the "environmental cost!' 
NRC had assigned in a regulation to radioactive gas emmis-
sions from uraniura raill tailings piles. The NRC staff 
agreed that the assigned value was inaccurate, but did npt 
correct the regulation because it considered the discrepancy 
to be insignificant within the context of all of the environ
mental costs listed in the regulation. The same citizeh 
group had also raised this issue in a nuclear powerplant 
licensing proceeding. In this case, the NRC Commissioners, 
in April 1978, agreed to review the appeal board decisibn. 
When the Commissioners finally appreciated the importance of 
the discrepancy, they ordered the NRC staff to correct the 
regulation. Furthermore, the Comraissioners ordered hearing 
boards on 17 other licensing cases to reconsider this issue 
using the corrected regulation. 

During hearings on nuclear powerplant licensing appli
cations, issues arise which have general applicability to 
classes of powerplants, NRC staff studies issued in June 
1977, and in June 1978, both concluded that NRC could im
prove regulatory efficiency by resolving these types of 
issues by policymaking rather than on a case-by-case basis. 
In January 1979, the NRC staff identified 10 candidate 
issues, but NRC has not yet developed day-to-day procedures 
to identify future candidate issues for resolution by policy
making. One suggested possibility would be to have the 
chairman of NRC's licensing board panel routinely submit to 
the Comraissionerb a list of new issues surfacing in public 
hearings which could be more efficiently resolved by Com
missioners' policymaking. 

NRC has_taken_too_iong_to 
develop proposed policies 

On many occasions in previous reports, we have found 
that NRC has taken a long time—sometimes over 5 years—to 
develop and implement new policies. This appears to be due 
to two reasons. First, it often takes a long time to coordi
nate a proposed policy among the various NRC staff offices 
and the NRC Comraissioners. Lead NRC staff offices —usually 
but not always the Office of Standards Development—must ob
tain the concurrences of various NRC staff offices, including 
the staff's legal office. Frequently two or more of these 
offices disagree on the need for policies, the basic regulatory 
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approaches taken in draft policy statements, and/or specific 
language in draft policy statements. Resolving these dis
agreements, or at least narrowing them to agreeable extent, 
often takes a long time. In this regard, the Executive 
Director for Operations told us that the NRC staff does 
not want to submit proposed policies to the Commissioners 
until the staff believes it has corae up with its best ef
fort. Once the NRC staff has completed the often lengthy 
process of coordinating proposed policies at the staff level, 
it may still take an additional long period of time to obtain 
Comraissioners' approval because 

--meetings between Commissioners and the NRC staff 
to discuss proposed policies tend to be more like 
sterile staff presentations or hostile encounters 
than useful exchanges of ideas in pursuit of common 
objectives; 

—often some of the Commissioners are not familiar 
with the basic objectives of the NRC staff's pro
posed policies, so they often return policies with 
requests that the staff address specific questions 
and/or consider alternative policy approaches; and 

—Comraissioners have different individual regulatory 
priorities and work schedules which add to the time 
required to obtain Comraissioners' comments or 
concurrences. 

The second major reason NRC has taken too long to develop 
policies is the lack of firm Coraraissioners' direction on how 
policies should be developed. Rather than the Commissioners 
taking the lead and giving the staff early directions on what 
they want to see in a policy, the general practice is that the 
staff presents policies to the Comraissioners after the staff 
has decided on its own what the policies should be. Because 
the Commissioners do not have early input, they often have 
problems with the staff proposed policy which, in turn, require 
the staff to go through the tirae consuming process of drafting 
a new consensus position. 

Furthermore, the NRC staff often resists revising its 
positions so that they are in line with the Commissioners' 
views. Such resistance results in unnecssary rounds of time-
consuming redrafting. 

The time-consuming process of coordinating proposed poli
cies among the various NRC staff offices and the five Commis
sioners, the absence of firm Commissioners' direction, and 
conversely, NRC staff disagreements with Commissioners or 
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difficulty in fully understanding Comraissioners' wishes are 
all illustrated in the following exaraples: 

—In June 1975, the Coraraissioners directed the NRC 
staff to develop information necessary to revise 
NRC's nuclear powerplant siting regulation, and to 
prepare a proposed new siting regulation. The many 
siting issues surfacing in hearings had raised ques
tions about the adequacy of the existing regulatipn. 
Three years later, in August 1978, after the NRC 
staff had submitted and the Commissioners had re
jected several versions of a proposed new siting 
regulation, the Coraraissioners set up a special task 
force to try again. The task force anticipates pre
senting final recoraraendations for a revised siting 
policy about May 1980—5 years after the project 
began. The Coraraission Chairman told us that the majbr 
reason for the length of this policymaking proceeding 
has been a basic disagreement between the Commis
sioners and the NRC staff on the technical approach 
to the new regulation. 

—Since 1972, AEC and now NRC have been developing a 
proposed policy on requiring medical licensees to 
report misadministrations 1/ to NRC so it could deter
mine the causes and assess whether licensees took 
adequate corrective actions. Two reasons for this 
lengthy period, particularly over the last few years, 
have been major disagreeraents araong three NRC staff 
offices and between Coraraissioners and the NRC staff. 

—For almost 7 years, NRC and AEC had considered re
quiring licensees to have quality assurance programs 
for fabricating radioactive material transportation 
containers. NRC finally adopted a policy in August 
1977, whicli was essentially the same as AEC had pub
lished in draft for public comment 4 years earlier. 
The principal reason why NRC took from January 1975 
to August 1977—over 2-1/2 years—to finalize the 
subject policy was disagreeraent among the NRC staff 
over the value of the proposed policy compared to 
the NRC resources that might be required to enforce 
it. 

1/Error in administering a radioactive drug or treatment 
to a patient. 
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THE COMMISSIONERS_HAyE NOT DEFINED 
THEIR ROLES AND RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH_STAFF_OFFICES 

There is much disagreement within and outside NRC about 
the Commissioners' basic role as well as the relationship 
among the Comraissioners, the Executive Director for Opeira-
tions, and major staff offices. Clearly, nuclear regulation 
would benefit frora a clear definition of what the Chairman's 
and other Commissioners' roles should be, and, by ext^ension, 
the roles of other NRC components. By doing this, thie GOra-̂  : 
raissioners would be in a better position to lay out what areais 
the Chairman and other Coraraissioners will deal with and what ; 
will be left to the Executive Director for Operations arid raa
jor office directors. 

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 provided the Com
missioners little guidance on what their roles should be. 
The act specified that the five Commissioners would have 
equal authority and responsibility in all decisions and ac
tions and would have full access to all information relating 
to the performance of their duties and responsibilities:, but 
the Chairman would 

—preside at meetings of the Commissioners; 

—be the official NRC spokesman in relations with the 
Congress, Governraent agencies, persons, or the public; 
and 

—see to the faithful execution of the Coraraissioners' 
policies and decisions, and report thereon from time 
to time to the other Commissioners. 

A 1975 amendment to the act made the Commission Chairman 
the principal executive officer of NRC, The araendment states 
that the Chairman 

"shall exercise all of the executive and admini
strative functions of the Coraraission including 
functions of the Commission with respect to (a) 
the appointment and supervision of personnel 
employed regularly and full time except in the 
immediate offices of Commissioners other than the 
Chairman, and except as otherwise provided in the 
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (b) the distri
bution of business among such personnel and among 
administrative units of the Commission, and 
(c) the use and expenditure of funds," 
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This amendment was enacted as a part of the NRC fiscal 
year 1976 budget authorization. Its purpose, according to 
its sponsor, was to strengthen a statutorily weak NRC Chair
man so he could manage and lead NRC. The first NRC Chairman, 
however, had requested the amendment without consulting the 
other NRC Commissioners; and since then, some Commissiohers 
have so opposed any change in the relative authority betWean 
the Chairman and other Commissioners that no NRC Chairman :: 
has attempted to define and use this new authority. Further
more, the new authority is ambiguous at best because the amend
ment did not change the provision of the Energy Reogahization 
Act pertaining to equality of authority and responsibility in 
decisions and actions and full access to all information. ; 

While the act left to the Commissioners the task of 
establishing their Own roles, they do not seem to have 
clearly done so. As discussed earlier, the Commissioners 
have neither set measurable NRC goals and objectives nor 
controlled policymaking. Also, the Commissioners have riot 
agreed on how directly they should supervise the NRC staff> 
and how actively they should be involved in deciding cases 
in public hearings. 

In one very important instance, the NRC Comraissiorters 
carried over a role which in a very different environment 
the AEC Commissioners played. The AEC Commissioners had 
the right to act as the final decision authority for matters 
in adjudication, but they relied almost entirely on appeal: 
boards to perform this function, since they were busy admini
stering research and development and military weapons pro- J 
grams. NRC's Commissioners, however, devote all of their time 
to regulating commercial nuclear activities. Therefore, the 
first FRC Commissioners could have reasserted their responsi
bility for making final decisions on licensing cases. The 
first NRC Commissioners, however, retained the appeal board 
to make final decisions and also retained the prerogative of 
ordering hearing and appeal boards to elevate cases to the 
Commissioners for final decision. In June 1977, the Commis
sioners, for the first time, began permitting parties to ap
peal licensing decisions to the Commissioners; but, to date, 
the Commissioners have chosen to review few appeals. 

The Commissioners' continued reliance on appeal boards 
as the final agency decisionmakers in adjudication—with 
a seldom exercised option for the Commissioners to make 
final decisions—has extracted a heavy price in efficiency 
and effectiveness. In order to protect their option to 
make final decisions, the Commissioners must abide by NRC's 
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rule strictly limiting interaction with the NRC staff, license 
applicants, or other parties on any substantive issues in 
active public hearings. This makes it difficult for the Com
missioners to talk with the NRC staff about new regulatory 
issues and for the NRC staff to seek Commissioners' guidance 
on these issues. With the Commissioners staying out of is
sues to protect their right to review appeal board decisions, 
and then rarely using that right, they have effectively 
taken themselves out of the cases. As a result (1) appeal 
boards soraetiraes set policies which the Coramissioners 
should set, (2) the NRC staff receives needed Commissioners' 
guidance late, (3) the Commissioners have a more difficult 
time monitoring staff performance on a wide range of issues, 
and (4) the Commissioners effectively close their collective 
eyes and ears to substantive issues in cases needing their 
attention. 

The_role of the Executive Director 
for Operations should be clarified 
and strengthened 

Section 209̂ —̂"Other Offices"^—of the Energy Reorganiza
tion Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5849) established the position of 
an Executive Director for Operations and authorized the Direc
tor to perform "such functions as the Coraraission may direct." 
It also prohibited the Executive Director from preventing the 
Directors of the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regu
latory Research, and Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards 
from communicating directly to the Commissioners, The act 
made the Executive Director equal in rank to these office 
directors. Under this structure, the three office directors 
mentioned above did not even have to keep the Executive Direc
tor advised of their contacts with the Commissioners—this 
despite the Executive Director's assigned responsibility for 
coordinating the offices' activities. 

We found substantial differences of opinion among Com
missioners, the Executive Director and Deputy Executive Direc
tor for Operations, senior NRC staff, and others on the Execu
tive Director's role in nuclear regulation. In May 1977, the 
Commissioners defined the Executive Director's role in part as 
being "* * * responsible for supervision and coordination of 
policy developinent and operational activities * * *." While 
on paper the Executive Director's operational authority is 
clear, some of the major office directors and Commissioners 
are not clear that the Executive Director is a superior 
authority in the chain of command over the five major NRC 
staff offices. One Commissioner, for example, described 
the Exective Director as a senior staff--rather than line— 
officer. One office director described the Executive Director 
as an executive director for administration rather than 
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operations. These conflicting views suggest that the 
position's duties, authorities, and responsibilities are 
ambiguous, and, as a former Commissioner suggested, should 
be crystallized. 

Illustrating the ambiguity of the NRC Executive Director 
for Operations' role is the fact that since February 1979, a : 
period of over 8 months, the NRC Commissioners have been con
sidering—but have not approved^—amendments for NRC's organi
zation manual intended to implement fiscal year 1979 authori
zation legislation which requires NRC office directors to keep 
the Executive Director informed of their direct communications 
with Coramissioners. 

The current ambiguous authority has contributed to past 
problems. For example, the former Deputy Executive Directpr 
told us it had oeen difficult to get the staff offices to: : 
work together harmoniously to resolve the issues which the 
March 1975, Brown's Ferry nuclear powerplant fire raised and 
which required multi-office involvement. Other NRC staff 
told us of similar difficulties getting the various offices 
to concur in unified staff positions. They also pointed out 
that the concurrence process often takes a long time. A U : 
stronger role for the Executive ri ector for Operations would 
better insure that the various offices both cooperate iri these 
and other important areas and devote sufficient resources to 
NRC-wide goals. 

The Executive Director has the main responsibility, al
though apparently not the authority, for coordinating NRC's 
budget. As discussed on page 28, various major staff office 
budget priorities are sometimes inconsistent with agency-
wide goals and objectives. Again, because the Executive 
Director's authority and responsibility are not clearly de
fined, the Director seems to be in a weak position to insure 
a unified agency approach to nuclear regulation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The complacency, indecision, and slow pace of progress in 
improving nuclear regulation discussed in the previous chapter 
is in large part due to the lack of leadership by the Commis
sioners. The Commissioners have not 

—developed measurable goals, objectives, and evaluation 
systems to provide both clear and timely direction of 
nuclear regulation and capabilities for NRC and others 
to evaluate NRC's performance; 
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—taken active control of the important area of .^ 
policymaking, but rather have generally delegated 
this role to the NRC staff; :.:: 1|.;!:i|||| 
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The Commissiphers have not defined their own roles in 
nuclear regulatipn. Besides npt setting measurable gpals 
and objectives, measuring performance, and actively settiiig 
NRC policies, the Commissioners have hot agreed how directly 
they should supervise the NRC staff or how active the 
Commissioners should be in making final MlRC decisions in 
public hearings. To the Commissioners' credit» they recently 
began a reexamination of their role in public hearings. 

A 1975 amendment to the Energy Reorganization Act ex
panded the Commission Chairman's authority to, according to 
its sponsor, permit the Chairman to manage and lead NRC* 
None of the three NRC Chairmen to date have attempted tpd'C'̂  
fine or use this expanded authority. We'believe the Cfaiair-
man, in conjunction with the other four Commissibners* needs 
to carefully define the Chairman's expanded authority and 
duties. While recognizing the reluctance of the Commis
sioners to limit their own positions, nevertheiess, we 
strongly believe such a limitation is necessary to improve 
the efficiency and effectiveness of nuclear regulatipn. 
We also believe that NRC's rulemaking prbcedures--whereby 
it actively seeks the views of the public and; the regulated 
industry on proposed changes to its regulatiohs—prpvide 
both the proper vehicle and safeguards to insure that the 
NRC Chairman's expanded authority is carefully delfined. 

The NRC Commissioners also need to further define the 
role of the Executive Director for Operations to make it 
clear that the Director is in charge of the operations pf 
all NRC staff-level offices. We found substantial differ
ences of opinion on the role of the Executive Director 
for Operations and the Executive Director's relationship 
with the Commissioners and NRC staff offices. 

Enhanced authority would put the Executive Director 
in a stronger position to provide central direction to the 
staff. Central direction within the staff organization is 
especially important in circumstances wherein the Commis-̂  
sioners cannot provide that direction. Por example, the' NRC 
staff must run itself in dealing with the many matteris in 
adjudication in administrative proceedings because (1) the 
entire staff is considered to be a party to such administra
tive proceedings, and (2) NRC's rules severely restrict cbn-
munication between the parties and the Commissioners. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE NUCLEAR 
pGUIATORY COMMISSIONERS 

We recommend that the Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Cpm-
mission, and the other NRC Commissioners: 
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—Develop measurable NRC goals, objectives, and systems 
for evaluating NRC's performance in meeting goals and 
objectives. 

—Increase the Commissioners' use of the Office of 
Inspector and Auditor in evaluating the NRC staff's 
performance in meeting NRC goals and objectives. 

—Elevate policymaking activities to the Commissioner-
level, A logical place for these activities would 
be the Comraissioners' present Office of Policy 
Evaluation. 

—Define the NRC Chairman's authority and duties as NRC's 
principal executive officer, and place the Executive 
Director for Operations in charge of all NRC staff-
level day-to-day operations. If necessary to impleraent 
this recommendation, the Commissioners should seek 
appropriate legislation from the Congress, 

N^P_CpMMENTS_ANp OUREVALUATION 

The NRC Commissioners expressed a range of views on our 
recommendation to define the NRC Chairman's authority and 
duties as NRC's principal executive officer. Chairman Hendrie 
and Commissioner Kennedy believe the 1975 amendment to the 
Energy Reorganization Act provides the authority for defining 
the principal executive officer duties, Coramissioner Ahearne 
said he would prefer to see the coraraission form of organiza
tion replaced by a single administrator but, failing this, he 
believes additional legislative authority is necessary and 
desirable to make the NRC Chairman the agency's principal 
executive officer. Commissioner Gilinsky said that while fur
ther definition raay strengthen the Chalrraan's role and improve 
Commission performance, the real problera is that the five Com
missioners have such divergent views on nuclear issues that the 
Chairman lacks the working majority he needs to move on issues. 
Commissioner Bradford said the NRC Chairman has the authority 
to lead; the problera is that the Chairman is trying to move 
the Commission in directions opposed by the majority of 
Commissioners. 

It is precisely because the five-member Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission can have such a wide range of views, the majority 
of which may be at odds with its chairman on any number of 
issues, that we believe a single official--the NRC Chairman--
should be vested with executive authority and responsibility 
to manage NRC. 

In commenting < 
of the Executive D 

on the need to define the authority and role 
irector for Operations, Chairman Hendrie and 
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Coramissioners Kennedy, Ahearne, and Bradford agreed that 
such a definition is necessary. Commissioner Gilinsky 
disagreed, stating that the Executive Director's problems 
result from not having the confidence of a majority of 
Commissioners. 

On goal setting and policymaking, Chairman Hendrie and 
Coramissioner Ahearne said our report should reflect NRC's 
recent development of a policy prograra and planning guid
ance system. We revised our report to recognize the currerit 
status of the system's implementation. While agreeing that 
the NRC Coraraissioners should raake greater use of their Office 
of Policy Evaluation, Chairraan Hendrie pointed out that that 
Office does not have sufficient personnel to take over policy 
development. 

Commissioner Kennedy said our report inaccurately im
plies that the NRC Comraissioners have not provided NRC with 
policy leadership or guidance; yet, he also said our report 
accurately reflects the deficiencies in the organization and 
mode of operation and policymaking. 

Commissioner Kennedy also said our assessment of Com
mission goal setting failed to consider the management-by-
objective tracking systera, the decision unit tracking system 
now in a pilot program phase, or the performance appraisal 
briefings the Executive Director for Operations presents to 
the Commissioners. The manageraent-by-objectives system is 
discussed on pages 27 and 28. As for the perforraance brief
ings briefings, the Executive Director told us he never re
ceived feedback frora Coraraissioners on the results of these 
briefings. The decision unit tracking system is being devel
oped along with the policy planning and prograra guidance 
systera described on page 28. If they are supported by the 
NRC Commissioners and used they can, we believe, improve 
policymaking, goal setting, and performance monitoring. 
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CHAPTER_4 

OYERALri_ASSESSMENT_OF_NRCJ^S 

P?BI?B5?ANCE_IN_NyCLEAR_REGULATI0N 

Based on our evaluations of various NRC regulatory 
programs and activities—as discussed in this report and 50 
earlier reports—we concluded that NRC's performance has not 
been satisfactory. As discussed in this report, NRC has 

—been complacent in licensing and regulating 
the construction and operation of nuclear 
powerplants, 

—been slow and indecisive in resolving nuclear 
waste issues, 

—been slow to upgrade safeguards regulations 
consistent with a consensus of the maxiraura 
credible threat, 

—not effectively raanaged its regulatory re
search prograra to insure that its research 
activities are conducted efficiently and re
search results are effectively used in its 
various regulatory programs, 

—not set meaningful and measurable agency goals 
and evaluated progress and performance, and 

—performed poorly in formulating regulatory 
policy. 

To a large extent, our assessment of NRC's regulatory 
performance stems frora what we believe was a poor beginning. 
That is, NRC continued nuclear regulation as it found it; 
and the NRC Commissioners failed to clearly define their 
roles in directing nuclear regulation, or their relationship 
to the Executive Director for Operations and the major NRC 
staff offices. 

On a more positive note, NRC has belatedly begun—even 
before the Three Mile Island unit 2 nuclear powerplant 
accident—some of the self-appraisal which it should have 
raade at its beginning. At one Comraissioner's insistence 
for example, NRC began addressing the question of whether 
or not the Commissioners should routinely make final NRC 
decisions in administrative proceedings in place of appeal 
boards. And of course, the Three Mile Island accident has 
resulted in a critical reappraisal of the Commissioners' role 
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in such emergencies and, in a larger context, of NRC's 
nuclear powerplant regulatory process. 

In our opinion, it is unlikely that NRC will realize 
major improvements in its regulatory performance until the 
authorities and responsibilities of the NRC Chairman, the 
other Commissioners, the Executive Director for Operations, 
and major NRC staff offices are clearly established along 
the lines of the recommendations in this report on pages 
40 and 41. 

NRC_ACCEPTEp_ANp_CONTINUEp_NUCLEAR 
REGULATION AS IT FOUND IT 

NRC came into existence in January 1975 at a critical 
juncture in the short history of the commercial application 
of nuclear technologies. First and perhaps foremost among 
issues at the time--the issue which caused the Congress to 
create NRC—was the dual nature of AEC's role as developer/ 
promoter and regulator of commercial nuclear activities. By 
creating NRC, the Congress recognized that only by establish
ing an organizationally independent regulatory agency could 
the commercial nuclear industry have any real opportunity to 
grow in an atmosphere of reasonable public confidence in the 
safety of huclear activities. Other important issues were 
also developing. For example: 

—By the end of 1974, the nuclear industry and 
AEC still forecasted that several hundred nuclear 
powerplants would be built in this century. Yet, 
1974 saw the beginning of a large number of power-
plant cancellations and deferrals as a result of 
reduced electrical power growth rates and wor
sening utility financial positions, 

--Concern over the possible theft or diversion of 
nuclear weapons-grade materials and sabotage of 
nuclear facilities. 

—Growing concern oyer the expansion, and even con
tinuance, of a commercial nuclear power program in 
the absence of demonstrated methods and regulatory 
programs governing the decommissioning of nuclear 
facilities and disposal of high-level nuclear 
waste. 

--Concern over the costs of decomraissioning nuclear 
facilities and disposing of the wastes, and 
particularly concern that these costs were 
not reflected in the cost of nuclear power. 
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—Growing concern over the health effects of 
low levels of exposure to radiation from 
coraraercial nuclear activities. 

At this critical time, NRC was also faced with the for
midable tasks of simultaneously (1) continuing nuclear reg
ulation, (2) organizing and staffing the agency to address 
both old and new regulatory responsibilities, and (3) initia
ting raajor safeguards and nuclear energy center studies man
dated in the Energy Reorganization Act, On top of this, 
within 2 months after NRC became operational, cracks were de
tected in safety systera pipes at several nuclear powerpiants 
and a raajor fire occurred at the Tennessee Valley Authority's 
Browns Ferry nuclear powerplant site in Alabaraa, Thus NRC 
was faced with raajor regulatory challenges at the outset, 

Corapounding the difficulties of raeeting these early 
tasks was the scattered physical locations of the raany NRC or
ganizational coraponents. The NRC Commissioners, Comraissibner-
level staff offices, and the Advisory Coraraittee on Reactbr 
Safeguards were housed in Washington, D.C. The rest of NRC, 
however, was scattered araong several other office buildings 
in Bethesda, one building in Rockville, and one building in 
Silver Spring. This scattering—-and its adverse irapact on 
NRC's efficiency—will continue until the Federal Governraent 
can provide NRC with a single location large enough for the 
entire headquarters organization. 

On the other hand, the climate of nuclear regulation— 
the issues that were surfacing in the period before and ira-
raediately after January 1975—and the organizational tasks 
and substantive regulatory challenges with which NRC was 
faced, provided NRC with the opportunity to review the reg
ulatory approaches and concepts it had inherited and charter 
its own course for nuclear regulation. Specifically, NRC had 
the opportunity to revise regulatory priorities; restructure 
its organizational approach to regulation; clearly define 
Commissioner and NRC staff-level duties and responsibilities; 
and re-examine basic regulatory preraises and approaches. 
For example: 

—Given the relative neglect, compared to nuclear 
powerplant development, previously accorded to 
other aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle, NRC 
could have assigned highest priority to estab
lishing regulatory criteria and standards in 
these neglected areas. 
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--The NRC Commissioners, relieved of the nuclear 
development and military application responsi
bilities of their AEC predecessors, could have 
assumed the responsibility of routinely raaking 
final decisions in NRC adrainistrative proceedings, 

—The NRC Commissioners could have removed policy-
development responsibility from the NRC operating 
groups and placed it at the Commissioner level, 

—The Commission and/or senior NRC staff manage
ment could have reviewed past AEC regulatory 
policies and procedures, such as enforcement 
policies and procedures, to determine if they 
were sound and consistent with the need for 
aggressive, independent nuclear regulation. 

The opportunity for timely and critical self evaluation 
was lost. NRC did not undertake any serious reexaminattion 
of the direction and structure of nuclear regulation it in
herited from AEC, but, instead, continued uninterrupted, and 
in some cases intensified, regulatory initiatives and proce
dures it inherited. 

Perhaps the above was inevitable, given the compositibri 
of NRC's top management and its staff in its earlier years. 
Of the five original NRC Commissioners, four had former ties 
to AEC: NRC's first Chairman had been an AEC Comraissioner; 
another original NRC Commissioner, who became NRC's second 
Chairman, had been AEC's General Counsel;another Commissioner 
has been a member of the AEC staff; and another NRC Commis
sioner had been a member of the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards. Finally, NRC's Executive Director for Operatipnis 
had been the former Deputy Director 'jf AEC Regulation. 

Of practical necessity, given the need to continue nu
clear regulation through the transition period and to protect 
AEC employee employment rights* the preponderance of NRC's 
staff in its earliest years were former AEC employees. It 
would be too much to expect, we believe, that the new NRC 
staff team—comprised mainly of former AEC regulatory-related 
staff—would have conducted any substantive critical reevalu
ation of regulatory policies and procedures it had shaped 
and implemented over the years as part of AEC, Thus, the 
burden of such an exercise would have had to fall to the new 
NRC Commission and, to a lesser extent, to the appointed 
senior NRC staff management. The Commission's failure to 
exercise the opportunity for a searching reappraisal of the 
direction and approach to nuclear regulation led to continued 
acceptance and perpetuation of AEC's regulatory principles, 
priorities, and programs. 
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE 

As a result of the Three Mile Island unit 2 accident, 
NRC—at both the Commissioner and staff levels—is now re
appraising sorae of the fundamental principles and concepts 
that have guided nuclear powerplant regulation over the 
years. Already, for example, NRC has (1) reversed its pre
viously held view that State and local government emergency 
preparedness was relatively unimportant, and (2) concluded 
that much raore regulatory eraphasis is required in the areas 
of nuclear powerplant operator training. Others independent 
of NRC—for example, the President's Commission on the Acein
dent at Three Mile Island and congressional comraittees—have; 
investigated or are investigating the accident with a view 
toward improving nuclear powerplant safety and the quality 
of nuclear regulation. 

Based on our evaluations of NRC regulatory activities 
over the past 5 years, and the issues previously discussed 
in this report, we firmly believe that NRC needs to extend 
its self-appraisal of nuclear powerplant regulation to 
other aspects of regulation. For example: 

--How can the Commissioners break down NRC's 
mission of protecting public health and safety, 
insuring the common defense and security, and 
preserving the environment, into measurable NRC 
goals and objectives? 

—Are NRC priorities and regulatory programs pro
perly structured to recognize that the continued 
use of nuclear power depends in part on timely 
resolution of safety and environmental issues 
relating to all stages of the nuclear fuel cycle? 

--What are the Commissioners' roles in nuclear regu
lation? Should Commissioners routinely make the 
second and final NRC decisions in licensing and 
enforcement administrative proceedings? Should 
they take the initiative and direct the work of 
the NRC staff or sit back and decide those mat
ters which; come before it much as it has done to 
date? Should the Chairman have more authority to 
direct the. work of the NRC staff? As previously 
noted, the Commissioners are now examining their 
roles in the public hearing process. 

—-What is the role of the Executive Director for 
Operations? Should the Director have clear au
thority and responsibility to direct the work 
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of all NRC offices and to arbitrate differences 
among these offices? 

At the same time, we believe the NRC Coramissioners 
should be providing the leadership seriously lacking since 
NRC's beginning by defining meaningful regulatory goals and 
objectives, and measuring performance in meeting thera; and 
assuming control of policymaking functions of deciding when 
policies are needed and how they should be written. Devel
opment and implementation of the new policy and program 
guidance system raay raove the Coraraissioners into these leader
ship areas. 

We recognize the difficulty of leading when there are 
five leaders, each with equal responsibility and authority 
in all Commission decisions and actions. The very nature of 
the commission form of regulation builds in day-to-day inef
ficiencies and constraints on "leadership" in the hope that 
the different perspectives, talents, and experiences of in
dividual coramissioners will make regulation raore effective 
over the long-term. Inevitably, some balance must be struck 
between leadership—the ability to make timely day-to-day 
decisions affecting the general direction of regulation—and 
enhanced effectiveness available from diverse perspectives 
and talents. 

Earlier in this report, we recommended that the NRC Com
missioners clearly define the Chairman's principal executive 
officer role and the Exective Director for Operation's role 
as the director of all staff operations. To insure timely 
and effective NRC implementation of these and other recommen
dations in this report, we believe that the Congress, through 
its oversight committees, should take an active role in over
seeing their impleraentation. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS 

In this report, we are recommending actions the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commissioners should take to provide the leader
ship necessary for an aggressive nuclear regulation program, 
including clarifying and strengthening the roles of the NRC 
Chairman and the Executive Director for Operations, In view 
of the critical importance of effective and efficient regu
lation to the future of commercial nuclear activities we 
believe that the Congress should continue to take an active 
oversight role in monitoring the Commissioners' progress in 
implementing our recommendations. Because of the diversity 
of opinion among the NRC Commissioners on the need to clarify 
and strengthen the roles of NRC's Chairman and Executive 
Director, and whether or not legislation is needed to accom
plish this, we recommend that the Congress pay particular 
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attention to this important aspect of strengthening 
NRC, 

The recommendation to the Congress discussed above 
and the related recommendations to the NRC Commissioners are 
directed towards strengthening NRC in its existing organiza
tional form. On October 30, 1979, however, the President's 
Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island recommended : 
abolishing the present commission form of nuclear regulation 
in favor of a new agency headed by a single administrator. 
The President's Commissipn concluded that the present NRC 
did not have the organizational and management capabilities 
to effectively pursue safety goals. Other ongoing Three 
Mile Island-related investigations may also recommend orga
nizational changes to NRC. The next chapter of our report 
compares and contrasts organizational alternatives, arid pre
sents our observations and conclusions on alternative forms 
for nuclear regulation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

ON ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATION 

FORMS FOR NUCLEAR REGULATION 

The President's Coraraission recommendation to replace NRC 
with a single administrator-headed agency, and the possibi
lity that others investigating the Three Mile Island accident 
will also recommend organizational changes, raake the brga-̂  
nizational forra for nuclear regulation an issue the Congress : 
will h^ve to consider. This chapter discusses principal ad
vantages and disadvantages of the present coraraission form, 
the single administrator form recommended by the President's 
Coraraission, and a third organizational forra—placing national 
nuclear safety policyraaking in a coraraission and assigning 
day-to-day nuclear regulation to a separate agency headed by 
a single administrator. 

ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATION FORMS FOR 
NUCLEAR REGULATION 

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 required us to 
evaluate NRC's effectiveness and recomraend legislation we 
believe necessary to iraprove NRC's perforraance. During our 
evaluation it becarae apparent that NRC has dual roles which 
soraetiraes conflict. One role—policyraaking—requires the 
deliberate conteraplation of issues that affect both the near-
and long-term direction of regulated nuclear activities. By 
contrast, the second role requires firm and timely licensing, 
inspection and enforcement decisions-—consistent with NRC 
policies--in the day-to-day regulation of the nuclear indus
try. In this report, we concluded that NRC has been slow, 
indecisive, and cautious in carrying out these roles. A 
major reason has been the failure of the NRC Commissioners 
to provide the necessary leadership and direction to the 
agency by setting goals, controlling policymaking and clearly 
defining the authorities and responsibilities of the Chair
man, other Commissioners, and the Executive Director for 
Operations. 

while we concentrated our evaluation on identifying 
areas in which the present commission form of regulation 
could be strengthened, we also identifyed other organiza
tional forms which might be better suited to perform the 
dual roles of policymaking and day-to-day regulation. 
Alternatives we identified included an agency headed by 
a single administrator, separating NRC into separate 
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policymaking and regulatory agencies, and variations on each 
of these basic forms. Nonetheless, we chose not to recom
mend any alternative to strengthening the present commission 
because none of the alternative forms appeared to have a 
clear-cut advantage. 

The President's Commission, however, concluded in its 
October 30, 1979, report that the present Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission lacks the necessary organizational and management 
capabilities to effectively pursue safety goals. Therefore, 
it recommended abolishing the five-member commission in 
favor of a new agency to be headed by a single administrator 
with substantial authority to organize and staff the agency. 
On December 7, 1979, the President announced that he would 
not seek legislation to implement this recommendation be
cause he did not believe sufficient support for it existed 
in the Congress. Instead, he said he will submit a plan to 
the Congress in early 1980 to reorganize and strengthen NRC. 
To assist the Congress on this issue, we compared and con
trasted the present commission form, the single administra
tor form, and the alternative of splitting nuclear regula
tion into separate policyraaking arid regulatory agencies, 
keeping in mind the need for contemplative, collegial de
cisionmaking on the one hand, and for timely, efficient reg
ulation on the other. 

Single Administrator Agency 

The single administrator form would offer the advantage 
of clear delineation of authority and responsibility. It 
would provide the best organization to develop goals and 
objectives, measure performance, and address and resolve 
regulatory issues in: a timely manner. These are all failings 
of NRC which are discussed in this report. 

There are, however, some potentially important disad
vantages to the single administrator-headed agency. First, 
as proposed by the President's Commission, this agency would 
be placed within the executive branch of the Federal Govern
ment, with the administrator appointed and subject to removal 
by the President. This could reduce the objectivity of the 
agency and subject it to undue influence from executive 
branch energy policies. Secondly, because the responsibility 
for establishing near- and long-term nuclear safety policies 
would rest with a single person, removable from office at the 
pleasure of the President, there would be at least the poten
tial for major shifts in the direction of nuclear safety pol
icymaking and regulation with each change of administration. 
This would make it difficult to develop coherent and consis
tent nuclear safety policies necessary for the orderly 
regulation of nuclear power. Finally, a single administrator 
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would not offer the range of perspectives important in 
deciding nuclear safety policy issues. Considering the con
troversial nature of nuclear power, it is important thait 
decisions be made by consensus rather than by one individual 
subject to removal every 4 years. This provides a greater 
degree of impartiality and offers the public some assurance 
that divergent views are at least considered in the decisipn-
making process. 

Present commission organization 

The second alternative—the present commission form--; 
offers continuity of regulation and independence from the 
policies and actions of the executive branch. It also has 
the distinct advantage of bringing to bear much deliberation 
and contemplation on issues. The importance of this advan
tage should not be underestimated. Many key nuclear safety 
policy issues which need to be resolved in the next few 
years—on subjects such as acceptable methods for the iong-
term storage and/or disposal of nuclear waste and for:de-; 
commissioning contaminated nuclear facilities—will have a 
profound effect on the long-terra direction of regulatecl 
nuclear activities, and in a broader sense will affect the 
Nation for many future generations. Finally, another re
lated advantage of the present commission form of nuclear 
regulation is that the staggered 5-year terms of the NRC 
Commissioners help to ensure that nuclear safety policies 
evolve, rather than undergo the abrupt changes in direction 
possible under the single administrator organization form. 

The above discussion, however, assumes a reasonable 
degree of timeliness and efficiency in nuclear regulation--
a condition which we found lacking at NRC. Thus, if the 
Nation is to obtain the above benefits of nuclear regulation 
under the present commission organization form, we believe 
it is important that the Commissioners strengthen NRC's 
organizational and management capabilities as recommended 
on pages 40 and 41, In particular, the Commissioners 
should define the NRC Chairman's authority and duties as 
NRC's principal executive officer, and place the Executive 
Diiector for Operations in charge of all NRC staff-level 
day-to-day operations. 

Separate NRC into two agencies 

A third alternative involves separating the present NRC 
into two agencies. One agency could be a commission respon
sible for setting national policy for nuclear regulation-
policies which would apply to all Federal, a s well a s to all 
commercial, nuclear activities. The other agency, headed by 
a single administrator, could be responsible for carrying out 
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timeliness and efficiency of regulation, and public confi
dence in nuclear regulation. We think other, npt sb obvious 
factors also should be explicitly considered and balanced 
in reaching this decision. For example, nuclear safety 
policy decisions which need to be made in the 1980Sf such as 
decisions relating to nuclear waste management and nuclear 
powerplant decommissioning, will affect our society for gen
erations to come. If the Nation proceeds with a substantive 
nuclear power program, other nuclear safety issues of this 
magnitude are also On the horizon. The possible use of 
plutonium as fuel fpr present generatiprt nuclear: powerplants : 
is one issue and, beyond that, the possible deployment of 
the breeder reactor with its own set of nuclear safety and 
safeguards issues. This argues for the relatively independent, 
contemplative, and evolutionary nature of nuclear safety 
policymaking offered by the commission form. 

On the other hand, the Nation cannpt have effective 
regulation without reasonable degrees of timelineiss: and 
efficiency in both day-to-day regulation <and pplicymaking. 
Deliberation and contemplation must riot biecOme procras
tination. Furthermore, to the exterit that the Nation mpves 
into an era of eniergy shortages, nuclear regulators miist be 
responsive to national energy policies, and yet sufficiently 
removed from direct executive branch control to preserve 
their integrity as regulators. These factors argue for a 
dynamic organizational format such as an agency in the exe
cutive branch headed by an administrator. 

Ultimately, the Congress must consider the advantages 
and disadvantages of various organizatibnal forms arid decide 
on the organizational structure which, on balance, best re
presents what the Congress wants for nuclear reg'jlatipn. 

The above discussion of alternative organizatipnal v 
forms, and their principal advantages and disadvantages, is 
intended to assist the Congress in its deliberations. TWO 
conclusions are evident, however, based on our evaluation of 
NRC and limited comparison of alternative prganizational 
forms. First, if the Congress decides to retain the present 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Chairman's authprity and 
responsibility should be strengthened to better balance the 
sometimes conflicting needs for timely, efficient regulation 
and contemplative, collegial decisionmaking. Second, the 
advantages of the commission form in deciding nuclê r̂ safety ; 
policy questions with long-term ramifications are clearly ^ 
superior to the single administrator form. For this reason, 
we prefer retention of the commission organization form--
either the present commission form or some other alternative, 
such as the form described in our third alternative--for 
nuclear safety policymaking. 
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LIST OF GAO REPORTS ON THE 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Opportunities for Improvem.ents in the Nuclear 
Standards Development Program (May 21, 1975), 

Controlling the Radiation Hazard Frora Uraniura 
Mill Tailings (RED-75-365, May 21, 1975). 

Federal Investigations into Certain Health, 
Safety, Quality Control, and Crirainal Allega
tions at Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation 
(RED-75-374, May 30, 1975). 

Organization of the Nuclear Regulatory Coraraission 
(RED-76-3, July 18, 1975). 

Report to the Executive Director for Operations, 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission on The Nuclear Regu
latory Commission's Environmental Protection 
Program in the Licensing of Commercial Nuclear 
Powerplants (October 22, 1975). 

Improvements Needed in the Land Disposal of Radio
active Wastes—-A problem of Centuries (RED-76-54, 
January 12, 1976), 

Management of the Licensing of Users of Radioactive 
Materials Should Be Improved (RED-76-62, February 11, 
1976), 

Bellefonte Nuclear Plant (PSAD-76-86, March 1, 1976). 

Development of Interagency Relationships in the 
Regulation of Nuclear Materials (RED-76-72, 
March 10, 1976) , 

Stronger Federal Assistance to States Needed for 
Radiation Emergency Response Planning (RED-76-73, 
March 18, 1976), 

This Country's Most Expensive Light Water Reactor 
Safety Test Facility (RED076-68, May 26, 1976). 

Poor Management of a Nuclear Light Water Reactor 
Safety Project (EMD-76-4, August 25, 1976). 

Letter report to the Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission on the need for NRC to identify and 
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review nuclear facilities no longer used (September 17, 
1976). 

Letter report to the Chairraan, Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, on coordination of Federal activities 
to detect, monitor, and release information regarding 
radioactive fallout (EMD-77-2, October 26, 1976). 

Radioactive Materials Users by Agreement States 
(EMD-77-4, November 11, 1976). 

Evaluation of Nuclear Regulatory Comraission's 
Information Gathering Program and its Management 
Practices (ACGRR-77-3, December 28, 1976). 

Reducing Nuclear Powerplant Leadtiraes: Many Ob
stacles Remain (EMD-77-15, March 2, 1977). 

Issues Related to the Closing of the Nuclear Fuel 
Services, Inc., Reprocessing-Plant at West Valley, 
New York (EMD-77-27, March 8, 1977). 

Security at Nuclear Powerplants—At Best, Inade
quate {EMD-77-32, April 7, 1977). 

Commercial Nuclear Fuel Facilities Need Better 
Security-Unclassified Digest (EMD-77-40a, May 2, 
1977). 

Letter report to the Honorable Christopher Dodd 
on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's procedures 
to assure safety in the transportation of radio
active materials (EMD-77-35, May 11, 1977). 

Allegations of Poor Construction Practices on 
the North Anna Nuclear Powerplants (EMD-77-30, 
June 2, 1977) . 

Cleaning Up the Remains of Nuclear Facilities— 
A Multibillion Dollar Problem (EMD-77-46, June 16, 
1977). 

An Evaluation Of The National Energy Plan (EMD-77-48, 
July 25, 1977). 

Nuclear Energy's Dilemraa: Disposing of Hazard
ous Radioactive Waste Safely (EMD-77-41. September 9, 
1977). 
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An Evaluation Of The Administration's Proposed 
Nuclear Non-proliferation Strategy (ID-77-53, 
October 4, 1977) . 

Letter report to the Honorable Willian J. Hughes 
on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's environmental 
review process (EMD-78-4, October 28, 1977). 

Letter report to the Director, Office of Science 
and Technology Policy on the use of nuclear powered 
electric generators in satellites (December 7, 1977) 

Letter report to the Chairman House Subcommittee 
on Public Works, Coraraittee on Appropriations on 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's licensing of 
two Tennessee Valley Authority nuclear powerplant 
projects (EMD-78-37, February 16, 1978), 

Letter report to the Chairman, Senate Subcom-
raittee on Nuclear Regulation, Committee on En
vironment and Public Works on the Nuclear Regu
latory Comraission's practice of subraitting infor
mation to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
(EMD-78-42, March 6, 1978). 

Letter report to the Vice Chairman, Joint Economic 
Committee, regarding the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission's role in selecting fission technologies 
(EMD-78-44, March 7, 1978). 

Nuclear Powerplant Licensing: Need for Additional 
Iraproveraents (EMD-78-29, April 27, 1978). 

Letter report to the Chairman, House Subcommittee 
on Energy and Power, Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce on reconciliation of special 
nuclear material unaccounted for (EMD-78-58, May 5, 
1978) 

Administrative Law Process: Better Management 
Is Needed (FPCD-78-25, May 15, 1978). 

Uranium Mill Tailings Cleanup: Federal Leader
ship at Last? (EMD-78-90, June 20, 1978). 

Letter report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on 
Public Works, House Committee on Appropriations 
on off gas explosions at nuclear powerplants 
(EMD-78-99, August 4, 1978). 
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Need for Greater Regulatory Oversight of 
Coraraercial Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
(EMD-78-101, August 16, 1978), 

NRC Needs to Aggressively Monitor ard Indepen
dently Evaluate Nuclear Powerplant Construction 
(EMD-78-80, September 7, 1978), 

Before Licensing Floating Nuclear Powerplants, 
Many Answers Are Needed (EMD-79-36, September 13, 
1978) . 

Nuclear Diversion in the U.S.? 13 Years of Con
tradiction and Confusion—Secret (EMD-79-8, Decem
ber 18, 1978), 

Reporting Unscheduled Events at Commercial Nuclear 
Facilities: Opportunities To Improve Nuclear Regu-̂  
latory Commission Oversight (EMD-79-16, January 26^ 
1979) . 

Cleaning Up Commingled Uranium Mill Tailings: 
Is Federal Assistance Necessary? (EMD-79-9, Feb
ruary 5, 1979) 

Higher Penalties Could Deter Violations of Nuclear 
Regulations (EMD-79-9, February 16, 1979), 

Letter report to the Chairman and Ranking Minor
ity Member, Subcomraittee on Nuclear Regulation, 
Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, 
on the Nuclear Regulatory Comraission's use of 
private contractors and Departraent of Energy labora
tories (EMD-79-37, March 7, 1979), 

Areas Around Nuclear Facilities Should Be Better Pre
pared for Radiological Emergencies (EMD-79-18, 
Mar. 30, 1979). 

Federal Actions Are Needed to Improve Safety and 
Security of Nuclear Materials Transportation 
(EMD-79-18, May 7, 1979). 

Letter report to the Honorable Richard Schweiker 
on the Nuclear Regulatory Comraission's program 
for licensing nuclear powerplant personnel (EMD-79-67, 
May 15, 1979). 

Nuclear Power Costs And Subsidies (EMD-79-52, June 13, 
1979). 
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Emergency Preparedness Around The Rancho Secc Nuclear 
Ppwerplant: A Case Study (EMD-79-103, OctPber 2, 1979). 

Placing Resident Znspectcrs At Nuclear Ppwerplant Sites: 
Is It WPrking? (END-80-28, Npvember 15, 1979). 
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BECpMMENpATIONS_TO_CONGRESS 

AFFECTING THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Poor Management Of A Nuclear Light Water Reactor Safety 
Project (EMD-76-4, August 25, 1976). 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Plenum Fill Experi
ment is a reactor safety test project which is supposed tb 
tell the Commission whether its licensing regulations for 
emergency core cooling systems and reactor power outputŝ ^̂ â  
too stringent. Because of past mismanagement the project 
cost increased signiificantly and was canceled. In 1976: the 
Commission was planning a new Plenum Fill project with some 
of the same mistakes repeated. 

We therefore recommended that NRC take corrective actions 
and that the Joint Committee should 

--require the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to prepare 
a conceptual design, fully justify and explain itis : 
approach for the new Plenum Fill Experiment, and reach 
an agreement with the Energy Research and Developraerit 
Adminstration, now the Department of Energy, for 
managing reactor safety research projects before 
authorizing any additional funds for a new project; 
and 

—require the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the 
Energy Research and Development Adrainistration to 
institute measures to minimize the use of operating 
appropriations for construction and to alert the 
Congress to any construction activities for which 
more than $1 million of operating appropriations is 
obiigated. 

STATUS: 

The intent of the first recommendation has been realized 
because NRC performed a conceptual design study which led it 
to cancel the experiment. 

The second recommendation is still open and valid. 

Commercial Nuclear Fuel Facilities Need Better Security 
(EMD-77~40a, May 2, 1977). 

The Department of Energy, successor to the Energy Research 
and Development Administration, regulates its own nuclear 
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facilities while the Nuclear Regulatory Coraraission 
regulates commercial nuclear facilities. To rainiraize the 
risk to the public of the Department subordinating regu
latory to promotional functions, to maximize objectivity 
and impartiality, and to increase public confidence in the 
safe operation of nuclear facilities we recommend that 
Congress: 

—amend the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 to pro
vide independent assessments of all Departraent of 
Energy nuclear facilities. Such assessments should 
cover both the adequacy of safeguarding nuclear raa-
terial, and assuring the health and safety of the 
public frora nuclear operations. 

STATUS: 

Congress has not acted on thia recommendation, which we 
believe is still valid. 

Higher Penalties Could Deter Violations Of Nuclear Regula
tions (EMD-79-9, February 16, 1979), 

The Nuclear Regulatory Coraraission uses civil penalties 
to enforce its regulations governing the construction and 
operation of coraraercial nuclear facilities and the possession, 
use, and disposal of nuclear materials. The maximum penality 
which it can assess is too low to be an effective enforcement 
tool. 

This report recommended that the Congress increase the 
civil penalty amount the Commission can impose for nuclear 
violations from $5,000 to $100,000 for a single violation, 
and eliminate the limitation on the amount that can be im
posed for all violations in a period of 30 consecuitve days. 

STATUS: 

This recommendation is still valid. As of December 1979, 
the Congress was acting on it as part of NRC's fiscal year 
1980 authorization legislation. 

Nuclear Powerplant Licensing: Need For Additional Improve
ments (EMD-78-29, April 27, 1978). 

Several bills have been introduced between 1975 and 1978 
to amend NRC's process for licensing nuclear powerplants. In 
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this report we recommended that certain conditions should 
be met in the licensing bill the Administration submitted 
to Congress in March 1978 before Congress passed it. 

We recommended that 

—NRC, if it approves sites before construction is to 
start, should have a method to update and certify the 
continued acceptability of the proposed powerplant 
site. 

—The Advisory Coraraittee on Reactor Safeguards should 
review all applications which do not include plant 
designs approved under a formal NRC standardizatibn 
program. 

—Adequate public hearings be held by the States and 
NRC if they make environment-related decisions. The 
public should continue to have access to all perti
nent licensing documents and be able to participate 
in public hearings by subpoenaing and cross-examining 
witnesses. 

—NRC, before transferring National Environmental Policy 
Act requirements to the States, insure that the States' 
environmental programs are adequate and will not Unduly 
delay licensing decisions. 

STATUS: 

The 1978 bill was not enacted. However, since current 
licensing issues are similar to those which the report com
mented on our recommendations are still appropriate for 
future legislation. 

Nuclear Energy's Dilemma: Disposing Of Hazardous Radioactive 
Waste Safely (EMD-77-41, September 9, 1977). 

Growth of nuclear power in the United States is threaten
ed by the problem of how to safely dispose of radioactive 
waste potentially dangerous to human life. Among the many 
problems in waste management, we pointed out in this repbrt 
that gaps exist in Federal laws and regulations governing 
the storage and disposal of nuclear wastes. 

To close the regulatory gaps this report recommended that 
Congress 
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—amend the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 to 
provide for independent assessments of the facil
ities of the Energy Research and Development 
Administration—including research and development 
facilities—intended for the temporary storage 
and/or long-term storage or disposal of commercial 
and its own transuranic contaminated waste; the tem
porary storage of the Energy Research and Development 
Administration's high level waste; and the temporary 
storage and/or long term disposal of commercial spent 
fuel. 

To provide such an independent assessment Congress 
should adopt one of three alternatives: 

—Give the Nuclear Regulatory Commission the authority 
and responsibility for establishing policies, stand
ards, and requirements in cooperation with the Energy 
Research and Development Administration, for carrying 
out these assessments. 

—Retain this responsibility and authority within the 
Energy Research and Development Administration, sub
ject to certain statutory provisions, to insulate 
the oversight activities. 

—Authorize the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to assess 
periodically the Energy Research and Development Admin
istration's facilities and annually report the results 
to the agency and the Congress. 

In testimony before congressional committees, GAG has stated 
a preference for the first alternative. 

We also recommended that the Congress closely scrutinize, 
through the annual authorization and appropriation process, 
the progress of the Energy Research and Development Admini
stration's program for long term waste management. 

STATUS: 

Congress has not adopted these recommendations. We be
lieve they are still valid. 

Cleaning Up The Reraains Of Nuclear Facilities—A Multibillion 
Dollar Problem (EMD-77-46, June 16, 1977). 

Because nuclear facilities and equipment remain radio
active long after their useful life, decommissioning them 
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presents unique difficulties. The Department of Energy and 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with help from the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency and the 50 States, are respoh
sible for insuring that nuclear facilities are safely decom
missioned. The diverse efforts of these groups have not 
adequately provided for decommissioning. 

Therefore, we recommended that Congress 

—designate one lead Federal agency—the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission—to approve and monitor an overall 
decommissioning strategy. The Commission is uniquely 
suited for this role because of its charter to inde-̂  
pendently regulate commercial nuclear activities to 
assure public health and safety. 

STATUS: 

Congress has not adopted this recommendation. We believe 
it is still valid. •. 

Cleaning Up Commingled Uranium Mill Tailings: Is Federal 
Assistance Necessary? {EMD-79-29, February 5, 1979). 

Uranium mills produce sand-like radioactive wastes called 
tailings as a result of processing raw uranium for eventual 
use in nuclear weapons or nuclear powerplants. The Federal 
Government and the mill owners only recently found that theise 
tailings are a potential health hazard and should be 
controlled. 

We recommended that the Congress 

—provide assis:.tance to active uranium mill owners to 
share in the cost of cleaning up that portion of the 
tailings which were produced under Federal weapons 
contract. Further, we believe that the Congress 
should consider having the Federal Government assist 
those mills who acted in good faith in meeting all 
legal reguirements pertaining to controlling the ura
nium mill tailings that were generated for comnercial 
purposes and for which the Federal Government is now 
requiring retroactive remedial action. At this same 
time, the Congress should make sure that this action 
establishes no precedent for the Federal Government 
assuming the financial responsibility of cleaning up 
other non-Federal nuclear facilities and wastes, in
cluding those mill tailings generated after the date 
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when the Federal Government notified industry that 
the tailings should be controlled, 

STATUS: 

The Congress has not adopted this recommendation. We 
believe it is still valid. 

The Uranium Mill Tailings Cleanup; Federal Leadership At 
Last? (EMD-78-90, June 20, 1978). 

Uranium mills produce sand-like radioactive wastes 
called tailings as a result of processing raw uranium for 
eventual use in nuclear weapons or nuclear powerplants. 
The Federal Government and the mill owners only recently 
found that these tailings are a potential health hazard 
and should be controlled. Over 22 mills have already shut 
down and there are over 25 million tons of tailings spread 
over several States. 

If Congress believes that a strong Federal role in 
cleaning up the tailings is necessary, legislation was 
necessary to allow the cleanup program to begin. 

We recomraended that the proposed legislation be amended 
in several ways. It should 

—require NRC, with assistance frora DOE and EPA, to 
report to the Congress on the need, and adequacy of 
plans, to clean up mill tailings sites excluded by 
the legislation, and to make recommendations, if 
needed, for additional legislation or executive 
branch actions to insure the cleanup of all sites. 

STATUS: 

Congress has adopted this recommendation. 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. O.C. 205S5 

November 28, 1979 

OFFICE OF THE 
COMMISSIONER 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach, Director 
Energy and Minerals Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the GAO draft report on 
"Opportunities to Improve the Effectiveness of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission," which you enclosed with your letter of October 19, 1979. 
The comments which I am providing are my own Individual thoughts and 
as such do not represent those of the Commission or my cbTleagues. 
Nor do they purport to discuss the report comprehensively or in detail. 
The Commission staff has provided detailed comments and I corrmend them 
to you. 

The Commission and its staff are subject in many areas to deserved 
criticism for failure to act as decisively or quickly as might have : 
been expected. The report's criticisms and suggestions are appreciated 
and I am confident will be helpful as the Commission moves forward on a 
broad front with programs of corrective action. Indeed the Commission 
and its staff over the past year have been moving to resolve a large 
number of issues and to clarify and strengthen the basis of its regulatory 
philosophy and framework. However, these efforts, in some cases at least, 
go unnoticed in the report. 

The general tone of the draft report seems to suggiest that the NRC 
Coimissioners have not provided policy leadership or guidance since 
the NRC's inception. This impression is simply inaccurate in my view.: 
The Commission has spent countless hours since its creation in meetings 
with the heads of the principal staff offices reviewing in great detail 
virtually ewerv aspect of the NRC's regulatory role. The drift report 
itself cites many examples of the Commission's continuing interaction :: 
with its staff in important areas of regulation. As just one example: 
it notes on p. 47 that as early as June of 1975 the Connission directed 
the NRC staff to develop the infonnation necessary to completely revise 
NRC's nuclear power plant siting regulations. From its inception, too, 
the Comnisslon has directed its staff and led it actively in the development 
of a comprehensive regulatory framework for fuel cycle related ictivitieSi 
I emphasize that these are but examples of a pattern of Comnission ! 
efforts over the full range of its activities. The record is clear 
on these points and should be carefully examined and reflected in 
the report. 
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I was interested to note from the draf t report that in OGiober; 1975 thie 
NRC s t a f f had presented a plan to the Commfssionifdrya:^o|rdrnated 
nat ional regulatory progiĵ am for nuclear waste: managepntv;:: I. was 
course, in the government! at that time and cannot^ispisakVtt the:reiaSb^^^ 
the Commissioners did not act on the plan. I t niay hayelSen^ 
nat ional waste disposal program is a primary re5pdns:|| i i l i iy: o f t^e 
Department of Energy and: has taken several turhi,and:::twiMs in re;ei&ht 
years. The Commissioners may ' ' - ' - — - - - - -*--^* .^«-.^ i=to^„aHw* 
in one d i rec t ion might turn o 
regard, I would note that th i 
sounds as though the NRC :had p 
level fo r waste mainagement programs. ,̂^ 
there was some indicatioini that that is indeed'hot :;tN&Vcas;e and [some 
recognit ion of the fac t that our own reguTatory waistSlLmaiiigement-r" 
have had to deal wi th a sh i f t i ng target fr6m the Execjutivi Branch 
th i s area. • '"' ••"''••^" 

IS'ff-sffli: 

;'':sdnTe-.- ::i:;.:ii;;;}K:̂ iPt;p!ft@SKĵ -i4p;-ii!:Ki 
n't-::drtgrJams:^'it i ||||p|»iiSfF» 
nch--irt̂ .:!?.||:f|:| l i l i ; i l t i i P 4 ^•'-•^--'.^••'̂ ^:. '̂iHb:itaii|te 

You have had comments from the NRC s ta f f on a l l of the ŝ ^̂  
Chapter 2 of the dra f t report. I recommend;them;;tqfiydurlattent 
pa r t i cu la r . I am in agreement with the staff;corrarehts:on Ithe :se 
safeguards regulations and on controls on the reVeai^ch program. 

In Chapter 3, dealing with the Commission i t ^ l f a n d [ i ts; i i i r ihGip 
o f f i c e r s , the d r a f t report correct ly notes the d i f f t c u l t i i s ini:pfrbvid|;)^^^^ 
aggressive leadership to an agency with the commission :fd;rrn,of:^exe 
management. The benefits of the commissionjform coine: in|having^^d^ 
views, perspect ives! and backgrounds represented /on [la cpteissiO 
the extent that conmissioners with d i f fe rent backgrciunds:|andperspectliyes^^ 
are chosen, i t i s more d i f f i c u l t for a corriinission: toi:|coa|esce;i^^ 
pa r t i cu la r posit ions and thereby to provide strong i M d e r s h i p t b - i n : ii ||!:: |: 
agency. Obviously, a comnission composed of pebplejaTl - f i^reein^:*^ 
general thrust that they would l i ke to see an :agehcyitaiiclFcah'ag^ 
eas i l y on pol icy matters and provide at least the appearance of a:greatferi; 
degree of leadership. BiJt since the value of the coimisi ion fdrm lies|^tr:'K 
precisely in i t s a b i l i t y to require d i f fe rent viewpoints;;t6;be compromiiiied 
and accommodated in reaching pol icy decisions, then rapid: decis ion- ; P 
making is not l i k e l y to be a feature of a commis:sibn. • That is -npt " 
e n t i r e l y a bad feature of commissions. In regulatory rnattersv^whether; 
in the safety area or i n economic matters, a certain amount of care and: 
de l iberat ion in pol icy decisions is much to be preferred over: haSty;: 
decision-making. 

I have come a f te r long consideration of the matter to the: conclusibn,^.,.;: 
that nuclear regulation is best done by an independent agiency headed By. 
the Comnission. In reaching that conclusion, however, l do not airgue : 
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with the assessment of the draft report that the Commission has failed 
to provide adequate leaidership and management for nuclear regulatory 
activities. The Commission has failed to make decisions in some matters, 
has often taken much:too long a time to reach decisions, and has a 
general tendency to spend time on administrative, personnel, and staff 
management matters that would be more effectively and rapidly dealt with 
by the Chairman and:the Executive Director. The result is as portrayed 
in the draft report. :: 

But these deficiencies: are only in part attributable to the commission 
form of organization:: In the NRC's case, they are more the result of 
the presient uneasy: balance in the understandings among Commissioners as 
to the prerogativiesiiancl reach of authority of the individual Commissioners. 
They cani and shouldi, ibe cured by agreement among the Commissioners to 
implement the thrust:of the 1975 amendment of the Atomi,c Energy Act on 
the powers of the Chairman. I would note that I believe the section of 
the draft report oni this matter correctly reflects the situation to 
d a t e : .'•'-•-

The changes needed are clear and straightforward. First, the Comnission 
shbuld continue toiliÊ afl on a collegial basis with all adjudicatory 
matters,:rulemaking; decisions. significant regulatory policy matters, 
and such other matt̂ rs:;;as a majority of the Commissioners want to consider. 
The collegial Coiwjjslidn should establish the basic policy, planning, 
and program guidance: s-tatements for the agency and, should continue to 
review and^pprove::ithe';:agency's budget proposals. Selection of the 
Executive Director, ::t:K:e five principal office directors, the Executive 
Legal Director, and the heads of Commission-level staff offices should 
be maxie by the collegia1 Commission. Commissioners should, of course, 
have complete cohtrol over their own office staff appointments. To assure 
timely working of .thie tollegial decision process. Commissioners should, 
agree to state:thei> views or abstain from a decision within a reasonable 
time after a majority^bf Commissioners have reached agreement, provided 
that the majority wi:sties to go ahead with the decision. 

Second, on alt other niatters the Chairman should manage the agency as 
the 1975 amendment iprbvides by exercising the executive and administrative' 
functions of the'Gbirmission with regard to personnel matters, the distri
bution of business laftiphg the officers and units of the agency, and the 
use and expenditure of: funds. In doing so, the Chairman should act 
through the ExecutIveipirector to exercise management control over the ! 
:staff and resourcies of the agency. The Chairman inevitably must spend 
substantial time on •agency relations with other government agencies, the 
Congress, bfficial visitors, and other matters. Effective management of 
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the agency staff requires the full-time attention of a single individual 
acting under the Chairman's general direction and exercising the Commission's 
full authority. The Executive Director is the obvious choice. 

If implemented, these changes will cure a large part of the leadership 
and management deficiencies that are all too apparent in the agency, 
while preserving the major benefits for careful nuclear regulation that 
I see in the independent commission form of the agency. Under these 
changes the collegial Comnission has authority and is accountable for 
the adjudicatory, rulemaking, and regulatory policy decisions of the 
agency. The Chairman, in turn, has authority and is accountable for 
implementing those decisions and managing the staff and resources of the 
agency, working through the Executive Director and the senior officers 
of the staff. 

With regard to the role of the Executive Director, I should note that I 
agree fully with the assessment and recommendations for that office in 
the draft report. The Executive Director must have authority, under the 
Chairman, to direct the staff (excepting the Commission-level offices), 
including the heads of the statutory offices. There is no intent in 
this comment to deny the access to the Commissioners for the heads of 
the statutory offices provided in the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. 
As a practical matter, every staff member has full and personal access 
to every Commissioner under the Commission's long-standing Open Door 
Policy. But that right of access must not be allowed to create any 
impression that the statutory offices are independent fiefdoms, to be 
operated without direction and control by the Executive Director. I 
must add that I believe there is much less tendency in this direction 
now than was the case in the early days of the NRC, but there remains a 
flavor of major office independence due to the unresolved differing 
views of Commissioners on the Executive Director's role. I should also 
note that the Commission is now working on a clarification of the 
Executive Director's role. 

In the section on develojsing measurable goals, objectives, and evaluation 
systems, I think it would be helpful to note that last year the NRC 
commenced a trial use of the decision unit tracking system and had an 
early draft of a policy, planning, and program guidance document. The 
Comnission is now engaged in establishing the policy, planning, and 
program guidance document as the fundamental goals and objectives guidance 
for the agency and is replacing the old management-by-objective document 
and its associated review system with the PPPG document. The evaluation 
system that goes with the PPPG system is the decision unit tracking 
syctem, and program review meetings of the staff are now based upon 
those decision units in the system. The decision unit tracking system 
provider an immediate tie to the agency budget and staff resource requests. ; 
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The draft report comments on the acceptance by the Commissioners in 1975 
of the system of nuclear regulation that had been created under the AEC. 
1 cannot comment on the basis of first-hand knowledge, but it seems to 
me likely that the new Commission, operating under the oversight of the 
Congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, might have found that 
any substantial changes in the nuclear regulatory scheme would be 
difficult to make in view of that oversight. The Joint Committee had, 
after all, closely supervised the AEC and its regulatory activities for 
many years. I suspect that the Joint Committee members and staff would 
have looked askance at attempts by the newly-formed regulatory commission 
to strike out in new directions. 

While I agree that the Commission needs to improve its policy-making 
activities, I think the draft report section on this matter underestimates 
the influence of Commissioners and the Commission on the staff with 
regard to the need for, timing, and direction of policy papers. Guidance 
to the staff from Commissioners is given in assorted ways besides the 
more formal communication to the staff from the Secretary on behalf of 
the Commission. Discussions at Commission meetings and individual 
comments and discussions between Commissioners and staff officers have 
played a substantial role in directing policy-making activities, at 
least in the time I have been on the Commission. These less formal 
routes of communication are not easily apparent to outside auditors, but 
are present and have effect. 

The draft report recommends placing of policy-making activity in the 
Commission-level Office of Policy Evaluation. A strengthening of the 
OPE role in policy-making is appropriate, and is now included in a new 
definition of the OPE functions in preparation by the Commission. It 
must be recognized, however, that a full transfer of policy paper 
preparation to OPE is not practical. Only the line staff offices have 
the resources and the intimate familiarity with all phases of our 
regulatory practices to deal with the details of most policy papers. 

In connection with the comments in the draft report on the Appeals Panel 
function and the possibility of the Commission itself assuming that 
function, it should be noted that most of the work of the Appeals Panel 
is in providing a thorough review of Licensing Board decisions for 
adequacy and for consistency with Comnission regulations. The Appeals 
Paiel is a highly professional group, devoted full-time and without 
other distraction^, to this work. I doubt the Commission could do the 
job as well as the Aopeals Panel. What is needed is a better and more 
rapid way for policy Issues arising in the adjudicative process to be 
referred to the Comnission. In the aftermath of the Three Mile Island 
accident, the Comnission has taken final license Issuance into its own 
hands and has defined a process for early identification of issues that 
should be determined by the Comnission. 
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There are two matters not touched on in the draft report that I think 
are worth noting. One has to do with the actions of the Commission 
itself in emergency situations, a matter the Commission is now discussing. 
We find that as written, the statutes do, not permit delegating the 
powers of the collegia! Comnission to the Chairman or any single Conmissioner, 
even in an emergency when fast and decisive actions may be needed. It 
is, I think, another manifestation of the conflicting directives in the 
statutes between a Commission of totally equal individuals, able to take 
action only as a collegial group, and the 1975 amendment making the 
Chairman the chief executive officer of the agency. Whatever the 
Commissions's final decision on its own role in an emergency, it seems 
to me preposterous that the Chairman or Acting Chairman cannot be 
delegated the Commission's full powers to issue orders to a licensee in 
an emergency. I think the statutes should be amended to allow that 
delegation. 

The other matter concerns an increasing tendency of the Congress to 
require review and approval by the Commission itself of safety research 
contracts. The agency budget requests, and especially the research 
requests, are thoroughly reviewed by the staff offices, the Executive 
Director, and the Comnission in forming the annual budget. To go beyond 
that review and require Commission approval of specific research contracts 
may be appropr'^te for very large contracts and major new research 
effort initiations. But requiring the personal attention of Commissioners 
to contracts as small as 520,000, as is now the case in the safeguards 
research area, seems to me inconsistent with the strong thrust of the 
draft report, with which I agree, that the Commission should concentrate 
its attention and move more effectively on the significant policy issues 
before it. 

Finally, I wish to record my full agreement with the recomnendations to 
the Commission a t the close of Chapter 3 of the draft report, subject 
only to the comment above about continued staff office involvement in 
the details of policy papers. 

I want to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft report 
and for your helpfulness in discussing it with me and other members of 
the Commission and staff. I can assure you that your comments and 
recommendations will receive the most serious attention of the Commission 
and will be most helpful to us in improving the operation of the agency. 

Sincerely, 

Jbseph M. Hendrie 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON 0 C Z05S5 

October 26, 1979 

OFFICE OF THE 
COMMISSIONER 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director, Energy and Minerals Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

I appreciate receiving your letter of October 19th, forwarding a 
draft report on "Opportunities to Improve the Effectiveness of the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission." As you requested, I am providing 
you my comments on this report. I also appreciated the opportunity 
to discuss these comments with members of your staff on October 24th. 

My principal concerns relate to the following areas: 

(1) Policy development and guidance; 
(2) Role of the Chairman; 
(3) Waste management planning. 

Regarding policy planning, I agree with your report that it is 
essf.̂ rtiai the Commissioners elevate responsibility for policy 
nekin- to the Commissioners, change the way the policy is made, 
set 'orisiirable Commission goals, and develop systems for evaluating 
perfomance. I am distressed by the lack of your recognition of the 
effort that has been made over the last ten months to move in that 
direction. I speak in particular of the development of the NRC Policy 
and Planning Guidance. Many members of the NRC have been actively 
working for the last ten months to develop a framework for policy 
guidance which would have the Commissioners provide, after development 
with the staff, a document which would summarize the major objectives 
of the Commission and provide Corinission guidance for programs and for 
budget development. Both the Comrnissioners and the staff have been 
very active in development of this concept. I enclose several documents 
(Attachment 1) which illustrate these points: (1) Jinudry 19, 1979 
memorandum which summarizes many points similar to those you are urging 
us to adopt; (2) a summary of the chronology of the current stages of 
the development of the Policy, Planning, and Programming Guidance; and 
(3) the latest version of this guidance recently forwarded to the 
Comnission by the Executive Director. I believe we are addressing 
those policy issues you raised and believe your report should so indicate. 

GAC Note: The attachments to this Tetter are not included in our 
report. 
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The second point I would like to address is your description of the 
role of the Chairman and the related concerns about leadership. 
I believe you have dowrplayed the ambiguity that exists under the 
current statute. It is certainly correct that an amendment to the 
original NRC Charter expanded the role of the Chairman in that it 
describes him as "the principal executive officer of the Commission." 
However, the law goes on to state, "In carrying out any of his 
functions. . . the Chairman shall be governed by general policies 
of the Commission. . . and determinations as the Comnission may 
by law be authorized to make." The amendment you referred to did 
not delete the section of the law which states, "Each member of the 
Commission, including the Chairman, shall have equal responsibility 
and authority in all decisions and actions of the Commission, shall 
have full access to all information relating to the performance of 
his duties and responsibilities, and shall have one vote." There
fore, a legal and practical case can be made that each Commissioner 
has equal authority to get all the information the Chairman is getting 
and that each Commissioner has equal responsibility for all actions 
of the Commission and, therefore, can effectively constrain the 
Chairman's carrying out any perceived mandate of the amendment that 
you quote. I believe that if the Chairman were to attempt to become 
the strong Chairman that your draft implies he could be, such behavior 
would lead to heated dissent and would effectively hamstring the 
Commission. I believe the only adequate solution is a legislative 
change. I 

I' 

1. 
I In depositions before the President's Commission, the Hart Subcommittee 
jj Investigation, and our own Internal investigation, I have testified 
I that the appropriate solution is to go to a single-headed agency, 
I bearing close relationship to the EPA structure Failing this, I 
i believe the NRC should be modeled after~irhe FERC, i.e., make it 
I clear that the Chairman is the Chairman in fact as well as name. 
I However, I strongly believe the best solution would be a single-headed 
I agency, and that legislative change is required. 

In the area of waste management, while I endorse most of the points 
you have made, I believe there has been substantial progress over the 
last half year in this area. I recognize the GAO's audit review 
probably ended about six months ago. However, when this report comes 
out, it will be interpreted as being a snapshot at the current time. 
Therefore, given the length of time between the audit and the report 
coming out, I believe it appropriate to at least acknowledge that over 
the last half year the NRC has moved relatively aggressively in this 
area. Attachment 2 indicates we have increased funding and people 
in the waste management area. (I am sure Mr. Dircks will provide 
more detail.) 

I agree that if the Comriission structure is retained, the role of the 
Executive Director must be clarified. I believe that currently it is 
an unworkable arrangement, both in the description of the position as 
well as in NRC practice over the last several years. Consequently. 
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Sincerely. Sincerely, 

. v,« F Ahearne 
Conmissione. 

,-.̂  10%/79 »"«««); f̂  dance tPPP̂ ^̂  
^̂ ^ 1% pUra'""^'^'^'"' nement ftctivities 

Attachment 2 ^^^,,,,e Waste Managemei 
Actiom w 9 /11 /" 
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OFFICE OF THE 
COMMISSIONER 

JNITEDSTATtS 
MJCl [-. AR REGULATORY CCMMlSSlOiV 

^vi\^-,Hllv(;T..!^J D <: 2<y^'y 

November 1-̂ , 1979 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director, Energy and 'linerals Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20543 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

As requested, I have reviewed the draft report entitled "Oppor
tunities to Improve the Effectiveness of the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission." By and large, I think that the strong criticisms contained in 
the report are justified, wholly or in substantial;part. However, I 
think that the report misses the boat in one important respect which 
will distract from successful implementation of the useful recommendations 
that it contains. The recommendation that concerns me is that the 
Commissioners "define the Commission Chairman's duties and authority as 
principal executive officer and place the Executive Director for Operations 
in charge of all Commission staff-level day-to-day operations." 

This recommendation seems to suggest that you have reason to believe 
that the Commission's shortcomings lie in some significant part in the 
fact that the agency's Chairmen (and perhaps their predecessors at the 
AEC) were straining mightily toward major changes and reforms in the 
agency's operations, but were in some wâ y har.oered by either the collegial: 
structure or the disagreements of their colleagues. To be blunt about 
it, such a perception seems to me to be sheer nonsense. I do not think : 
that a shred of support can be found for the proposition that ?IRC Chairmen 
do not have the power to manage the agency effectively as long as they 
Are representing a position of a majority of their colleagues. The 
present situation does indeed sometimes present the difficult situation ; 
of the Chairman finding himself supporting what turns out to be a minority 
viewpoint on key personnel or administative or policy decisions. Such a : 
situation will, of course, hamper his ability to convert his views into 
agency policy or to manage the agency in what he would view as the most " 
effective or desirable manner. However, to strengthen the Chairman's -
position in such a way that he could manage the agency as he saw fit 
even when his was a minority viewpoint seems to me to make c" mockery of 
collegial decisionmaking. Similarly, I agree that the role of the ; 
Executive Director needs to be clearly defined to an extent that it is : 
not at present. However, in the case of significant disagreement betweiBh 
the commission's major line offices, I feel that those disagreementsv 
should be brought to the attention of the Commission for resblutipn, by 
the Commissioners. To imply that the Executive Director's jbb isito : 
manage the staff so firmly that he is to achieve a stiff consensus oh 
all issues before presenting them to the Coimission is to guarantee that 
some issues will come to the Commission belatedly and:presented at an 
almost useless level of abstraction in which significant differences : 
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are merged for the moment in a manner that will be of little use when: 
the general policy comes face to face with concrete real-world problems: y 

The third chapter of the draft report suffers from a fundamental : ; 
flaw related to the discussion above. It assumes that, as of March,• 
1979, the NRC was a leaderless shambles. It does not consider the: :: 
possibility that this place was in fact not a ruin at all, but was in ^ 
perfect working order. If it v/as in perfect working order, what theĥ ^ : ,. 
was it designed to do? Well, supposing the point was to keep issuing : V ; 
licenses as fast as possible in the face of mounting evidence; thait :the;:: : 
guiding premise of the 1970's - that adequate levels of safety, had:been :: 
reached already - was in many respects wrong or at least highly UhGertain: 
(take for example the reassessments going on in INFCE, the interagency : 
review group on waste management, low-level radiation, the repudiation :;; 
of parts of the Rasmussen Report, and the various economic questions). : : 
In such a climate, you would need an agency that tolerated divergent :::: 
Commissioner views and extensive legal proceedings, even' to thepoiht of 
inefficiency, in order to give an appearanceibf true diversity:and: : : 
openness. At the same time, significant changes of the sort urged in 
GAO reports and elsewhere over the years would;get sid6tracked,::rejected, 
delayed, or made only to an extent compatible with uninterrupted licensing. 

In short, the NRC, at least pre-TMI, was a machine, designed t o ^ ^ : .! 
license as many plants as would be tolerated! by a; society, and a ;Cbng^ 
increasingly incredulous of the premise that :adeqUate levels of safety 
were already assured. Far from being "leaderless," the Agelncy was>as ; :/ 
resolute in pursuit of this goal as the times would allow. The:draft ::;; 
report seems to see this exceptionally clearlyj at: pages 60-61 iî butthe:̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  
points made on those pages, especially the last paragraiph of pa^ 
contradict the charge of "lack of leadership;" That charge:sugqestS|:dn ;;̂̂^ 
agency that wanted to do the things that the GAO and otheri ;were :urgino ::̂̂̂^̂̂̂^ 
but failed because the Commission and CommisSibners were! somehow irresplute. 
For most important purposes, that seems to me to have been anything-but :̂  

the case. -•:,•-•:''::--•:"•::•'--•::::;•• 
My other specific comments are as follows: 

1. I strongly endorse the cautionary sentence that therdecisibn on: ; ;:,: 
the Commission structure must "take into consideraitjiph thatnthe ^̂ Ŝ̂^̂^̂^̂  
Commission forum - while inherently less ef f ic ient ;than;:a: single^ v ; : 
administrator - offers the advantage of bringing together a; i t iu I t i - -
p l ic i ty of views on regulatory Issues." Furthermore:. the:collegiaV ; 
structure is mOre stable than the single administrator structure, •: 
and i t is also more Independent. Thjs i t is less prone tp the 
problems created when the Atomic Energy Commission subprdinated the 
workings of i ts regulatory staff to an overall v1ew;;regaiird1nq the 
desirabil i ty of nuclear power. 

2. I think that the comments regarding NRC's past use of itis c iv i l ; 
penalty authority are basically f a i r . That is why the Clbmml ssi oners 
had approved, even before Three Mile Island, a request to Congress 

GAO note: Page numbers in these appendices refer to the 
draft report, not this final report,: -
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for a vastly increased authority to level civil penalties. In 
addition, at the time we appointed Victor Stello to head I&E, the 
Commission agreed to undertake a complete review of I&E's approach 
to enforcement actions and to the use of civil penalties. 

3. I think it is true that the NRC did not attach sufficient importance •:; 
to comprehensive evaluation of operating experience. Commissiohier ; ;; 
Gilinsky has commented on the history of this deficiency. In 
addition, you should perhaps note that we have now (as of July, 
1979) established an office to remedy this deficiency, 

4. It is true that NRC did not recognize the need for a sound offsite- : 
emergency plan as a precondition to an operating license. Indexed. ; • 
it specifically rejected a Public Interest Research Group Petition • 
to this effect in July, 1977. However, the NRC has now made a 
commitment to reverse its position on this subject. 

b. I think that Commissioner Gilinsky's comments regarding nuclear; 
waste management are about right. However,:;perhaps ypu shpuld ;;alsp::;;:: 
note that the waste management program uncertainties stem in:some;:: w ; iv̂̂  
part from pre-1977 uncertainties regarding the :role of reprocessirig; ;:; 
in the nuclear fuel cycle. Also, I do not think that it canJf̂ irly;̂ ^̂ ;: :;! 
be said that "The NRC staff has deliberately hot made any effPrts-;;::;;; 
to keep itself informed about DOE's (waste: management) programs;." f;:':̂^̂^̂  
Nor is it meaningful to say that "NRC's nucleajp waste activi:ti:esv::;::ĥ ^ 
however, have consistently received lower budget priority than: ::::̂^̂^̂^̂  
other regulatory activities, such as staff reviews of nuclear ppwer;^;:v 
plant license applications." It is almost inevitable that:thê V:;̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  
licensing review for a hundred or so nuclear power plant applications ::: 
will cost more than those for one or two hi^h-level waste reppsitpries:;: 
In fact, I can think of no times Since I have been at the NRt wh^hj 3̂̂^̂̂  
we have significantly reduced staff requests regarding high-leve;! -̂ V̂"; :̂̂̂^ 
waste management resources, and on at least one occasion the; C6mmi;ssipn;; 
actually increased the amount requested by the staff. 

€. I think that your overall comments regarding the NRC's refusal to ;:;::::; 
use its adjudicatory process to issue clear guidance to t h e 3 X i f f 3 3 3 3 
is absolutely correct and deserves all the emphasis ypu can give 3? 
it. I have personally urged that review be; taken in sever'al;caisev •::;4̂  
In which it has been denied, and I also feel that Commission rulê ^̂ v̂::̂ ^ 
should provide for review upon a vote of two rather than three of :;:;••; 
the Commissioners. This would be consistent with Supreme iCourt:̂ ^̂ ;̂ ;;: i; 
practice and would assure that matters that seemed impbrtant tb;̂ ^̂ ^̂ ?̂::: : 
40" of the agency's governing body received detailed scrutiriy.' s î;:; 

7. With regard to your sentence on page 50, "One Commissioner tplduif::-:; :: 
that because his role was not sharply defined, he decided to spend ; 
much of his time traveling and speaking on nuclear regulation to ; 
various industry, public and governmental meetings," 1 sharer f ; 
Commissioner Gilinsky's concern that you at least make cl^ar who: : ;; 
did not make such a statement. Those are certainly nbt my sentiments;;:" 
and the anonymity afforded the speaker casts a cloud over alT of î: ^ 
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S. In general, I agree with the comments already sent to you by 
Commissioner Gilinsky. 

I am also attaching some separate views that I have sent to the 
Office of Science and Technology Policy regarding the Kemehy Cpmmissipn 
Report. They have some bearing with regard to your draft ireport as . 
well. Lastly, I apologize for the lateness of these comments< As you 
know, the last few weks have been especially hectic for the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, and I simply could not complete them sooner. 

Peter A. Bradford^ 
Commissioner 

Attachment: 
As stated 

GAO Note: The separate views noted above.regarding the Kemehy Comniission 
(President's Commission on the Accident at Thre(e:Mile Island) : 
report are not Included In this ireport. 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

»ftASHINGrf)N DC JOSS') 

Is'ovenbcr L, 1979 

OFFICE Of THE 
COMMISSIONCF! 

J. Dexter Peach 
Director 
U.S. General Accounting Off ict; 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

writing to offer my comments on the draft report en t i t l ed 
j r t un i t i e s to Inprove the Effectiveness of tho TJucleiT 

I am 
"Opportunities to Inpi 
Regulatory Commission," sent to ne under cover of your letter 
ol October 19, 1979. 

Generally I agree with the observations made in the report and: 
with the recommendations for chanj^e. There are, however, a few 
points on which I v/ould like to comment, sone minor, others 
more important. 

I havt.', for the sako of convcnii?nco, listed my comments in the 
order in which the points they touch upon first appear in the 
firaft. 

Pa^e 11 

"The Commission has been slow and indecisive in resolvina nuclear 
waste regulatory issues." 

i'age 19 

'Specifically, (1) "ARC has not established a relationshin \.'ith 
)0E, (2) HRC has not establish^ 
,>lan, and (3) NRC nuclear wasti 
relatively low budget priority 

DOE, (2) HRC has not established an agencywide regulatory research 
plan, and (3) NRC nuclear waste" activities have received 

Comment The draft report docs not 
s recent actions in this area. 

provide a fuller reply. 

take sufficient account of 
I expect our stafi will 

Page 111 

"The Commissioners need to: strengthen the authority of the 
Connission Chainnan and the Lxecutive Director for Operations. 
In 1975, the Congress raade the Commission Chairman the priiicipal 
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vxecutive officer, but no Chairman has attempted to use this 
authority. Stren^'then ing the Chairman's authority and the ^ 
Executive Director's role should help make the Cornmissiori: mbre 
efficient and timely." 

Comment: Tho Chairman has ample 
any termer .Atomic Energy Commiss 
Chairman's willingness to exert 
1975 amendment bestows is affect 
v.-orking majority on this Commiss 
Director for Operations, his rol 
because tho functions of that of 
vi>:orously. The position can be 
in authority if the person who f 
Commis.sion majority. 

authority, more than that'of: ;: 
ion Chairman. The incumbient ;;-
the full: authority which the j 
ed by th^ fact that he Has nb; 
ion. As;regards the Executive 
e appears- to; be a ;weak: one Vpnly 
fice have not been exercised 
said to be almost open-ended 
ills it has the confidence of a 

Page 

""KC has been very slovv' to address and resolve major nuciear 
v.'aste management issues. Much of this is diie to indecisioh by 
the ::RC Commissioners." 

Comment : The Commission has been slow. But some of what-;s«ems; ;:: 
to be indecision on the Commission's part has in fact bî een a 
disinclination to take up tough issues that: might iraiseque^^^ 
about continuing to license reactors. The Cpmmissiion's r̂ ;; 5̂  
philosophy in past years was to let sleeising dogs lie. 

ra; 10 

"XRC did not attach sufficient importance to comprehensive;: and 
systematic evaluations of power plant operating experiences." 

i'a-. 13 

"In June 1979 an NHC task f'̂ rco concludod: that Î RG neiE?ds ii vfiill-
t ime group to review nuclear power plant: operating: da taii" , 

Comment: You might be interested to knov/ that in : 1972 an Office 
ot Operations Evaluation was set up tP fpecl back operaiting^ : 'î  
experience to the licensing process". That of fice ;was:abolish:ed::::, 
bv tiie EDO in 1975 in a decision supported by a^majbrity of the ;:̂  
Commissioners and opposed only by Cqitimissipner Mason and myselfc;: 
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Page 11 

'«v NRC said penalty-amounts were not of prime _ importance. UTiat'/ 
was important was the act of imposing occasional civil penalties ̂  
to provide licensees a clear signal of NRC's concerns." i.l-/\. ' 

Comment: Commissioner Bradford and I disagreed with the . ,' , 
Commission's cotmnent and drafted a separate response which was ̂  ,̂  
sent on October 19, 1979 as an addition to the Commission response, 
which went earlier. '-•, , 

Page 17 ' ,-\̂  
• . '1. 7 

"NRC generally agreed that it needed to dp much more in nuclear-
waste regulation. NRC, however, has met few of its regulatory 
milestohes: be;cau6ie j its activities have been unfocused, \ ' ' 
uncoordinated, and under-funded. An underlying cause,' we ^ ' . I-
believe, has been indecision by the NRC Commissioners on the_ 
proper scope and priorities of NRC's nuclear waste regulatory.,^ 
activities-.'''.-•'-••.-• ..:-• ' ' ' 1 | 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^ . ,. , i 

Cotmnent: One underlying cause of indecision on scope and , ' ', 
priorities hais been that Che Commission was overly inclined tjoi 
defer to DOE; in defining the NRC role. j>' [-. 

Page 26 1 I 

"NRC HAS NOT ESTABLISHED SUFFICIENT REGl'LATORY RESEARCH PROGRAM 
CONTROLS." - ^ • TT 

• ^ ^ - . ; : • : - . • : • . - • ; * 1 ' ' , 

Page 27 

"NRC has not established firm controls over research at DOE' ' \. 
laboratories." ,'! 

Comment ..-. The Commission has recently designated a new idirector 
tor the office of Nuclear Regulatory Research and I expect th'"̂  
subs cantial imprbvement in the operation of that office will\ 
about as a result of that appointment. ' < 

that '' . 
"come • 

Page 36 
I ' , 

1 r ' 

"A/he Commissioners have not controlled policymaking within" 
NRC. While there iflre exceptions, the Commissioners gerteralljfl'̂  
not decide whenjnew policies are needed, \rfiich new polijcv "A 
requirements should receive priority attention or hov policies 
should be writti^h. Inscead, the Commissioners have generally 

doi; 
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left these matters to the discretion of the NRC st:aff and 
reserved for themselves the prerogative of finai; approval. 
The NRC staff, on the other hand, has :bee;n engaged in the 
day-to-day business cf nuclear reguiation, and has not had 
the time or ability to step back and bbjectively assess 
policy needs. The result has been poor policymaking performance. 
NRC has been slow to recognize where new policies were 
needed and slow to develop policies when their needs were 
recognized." 

Comment: The decision to insulate themselves from licensing 
and regulation was deliberate on the part'of the ;AEC. Gpm- ;; 
missioners, anu the successor agency has!hot acted decisively,: 
at least until recently, to turn that situation arbund.: The 
agenda of the AEC was to grease the skids of the;licensing 
process, a goal which was in their view, more readiiy reiachable 
by keeping out of it altogether. 

Page 39 ;:''.:.::-i-i":•::" 

"We found similar and continuing indications of . the Gpmmissioners' 
acceptance of things as they were until late 1978;̂  when one 
commissioner questioned the appropriateness: of the Cbnunissioner's 
continuing heavy reliance on the Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Appeal Board as NRC's final authority on license :applicatic)ns." 

Comment; I assume you are referring to a speech I made in: 
ijeptember of 1978. I made the same suggestion in July of :: 
1978 in testifying on the Administration's Siting and Licensinig 
B i l l . • : • • ' - ; : ' ^ • • ' ^ -

Page 41 

"We found widespread agreement within and outside NRC — ::: 
including several present NRC Commissiohers — that Commissioners 
need to take a more active policymaking role, but we found; : : : 
few efforts to do so." 

Comment; I agree with the observation. I have commented , ; : 
repeatedly on t n e need for the Commission to take a mpre; ; 
active role in policymaking. However, previous Cpmmissions;: v : ^ 
nave been reluctant to reexamine the doctrine inherited from ^ 
the AEC. Our Policy Evaluation Office has hot been eribouraiqed 
to take a hard look at the bases of the Commission's system: 
'̂ 1 regulation. 
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Page 45 

"The Executive Director for Operations told us that Che: NRC 
staff does not want to submit proposed policies to: th^ :; " " 
Commissioners until the staff believes it- Has come up with " 
tHe best possible effort." 

Comment; The fact is that the Executive Director fot Operations 
has not been inclined to raise issues for Commission consideration 
on which there is a sharp division of viê >fs within the/staff. 
'.-.'hat you refer to as "the lengthy process of coordinating" has 
often represented the time consumed in compromising to obtain 
consensus• 

Page 46 

"The lack of early Cormissioners' input is compounded by s;taff:! 
res istence to revising their positions to accept Commissibhers' 
desired modifications to proposed policies. Such resisteih'"" 
results in unnecessary rounds of tirae-Consuming redrafting." 

Comment: Here too the lack of a working .majority on _ the, ; • ?;" 
Commission makes it impossible for the staff to predict w h a t " 
the Comnission will do on a given policy proposal. Staff is ; 
reluctant to revise because they can't get a clear reading on ; 
what the Commission v;ill find acceptable. 

Page 49 

"The first NRC Chairman, however, had requested the /^aker? 
amendment /expanding the Chairman's powers? over the strong ; 
objections of the other NRC Commissioners. 

Comment: It was not "over the strong objections" of the 
other Commissioners but rather behind the backs of three 
Commissioners that the Baker amendment was adopted. Not only 
was there no public discussion and no public hearing on the 
proposal; the three Commissioners were not informed of the 
proposed amendment until after it was passed by the Senate. 

The manner in which the Cliairman's expanded powers v.'ere 
obtained tainted them and prevented thoir use by either the 
first Chairman or the second. 
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"One Commissioner told us tha t because; h | s r o l e was ncSt, S;̂ :|̂ lppil̂ ^̂ ^ 
def ined , he decided to spend much/of h i s - t ime" t rave l ' i i i g |SlfTr||&l 
speaking on nuc lear r e g u l a t i o n to: var ious i r idus t ry , publiciJirttlSj;" 

?K 

i ! 

" I n . J-

governmentar meet ings . 

iff 
lilt 

Comment 
not the 

: I would like to make clear, for :the record that l;;i:iti| 
Commissioner whose opinion is'cited. " ", " H:̂! 

:.'•: U-iS iii 

Page 55 /::,":; 

"Ve believe the Chairman, in conj:unct.ipn.;with:; iheviPther fbu^;: "j;"^^ 
Commiss ioners , netds to " care fu 11 y • de f ihe;: the ChairnciTV • & ek;paiii|fete3;. 
authority and duties. We recognise :t.he.:roluctane:e"bfp the: :/ 
Comraissioners to limit their own positions but;;we:stron^ 
believe such a step is necessary to improye thete^ffic:iency:"an^"^" 
effectiveness of nuclear regulation.""';?: ; •/:!•": :;;-;;;;;;;:;?:: 

Comment: Some further def inition would :be usefu;l. .:Bu;t ̂  ashT :;:""• 
mentioned earlier, it is the Chairman's:lack of :a::;î ;brking':m:̂ Ĵ ^ 
that inhibits exercise of his administrative ^iithprity.: He;|h3|5".; 
ample authority. To further increase the; Chairman;'sVpbwer3:;t^^ 
compensate for' lack of such a majPrity isvto head the ̂aŜ ancy ifl'; ';: 
a certain direction without majority support. 

•m 

Pa^e. 56 

"We also believe th^t NRC's rulemakingr procedures —-^whereby 
it actively seeks the views of the public and the regulated 
industry on proposed changes to its regulations ;--;proyide 
both the proper vehicle and safeguardstp: insure; that the 
.\KC Chairman s expanded authority is carefully defined." 

Comment: I think the matter of the Chairman's tixpbnded powers 
would probably be handled by an instruction to the Cbiieral 
Counsel to draft a manual chapter; the Cothmisisipn wbuld not • 
ordinarily seek the public's views on a change of this: nature. 
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Pa^e 56. 56a 

"We recommend tha t the Chainnan, Nuclear ;Regula tory Gbmmission 
and the other! NRC Commiss ionerse lbva te policymaking ŝ^̂  
to the Commission l e v e l . A I b g i c a l p lace for these: a c t i v i t i e s 
would be the Conlmissioners' p resen t -Of f i ce bf Pol icy Eva lua t i on . ' 

Comment: I t seems' t o m e t ha t the r e pb r t could, u s e f u l l y def ine 
what i t l a b e l s - ' po l i cy . " In any c a s e , cnir:P;olicy Of f ice was nbt 
designed to make ppl icy but r a t h e r t b eva lua te tHe pol icy ; H ; 
impl i ca t ions pif a; contemplated a c t i o n . I" agree tha t the ; 
Commission could a:ud should use t ha t o f f i c e more e f f e c t i y c l y i : 

Page 60-61 

"NRC had the opportunity to revise regulatory priorities; ;"" 
restructure ita organizational approach tO; regula;t ibii; ciearly ;. 
define Commission, Commission-lever Staff, and ipaj or _ NRC staff-" 
level component responsibilities arid interrelationships;: aind 
re-examine basic regulatory premises and approaches. For 
example: 

"Given the re' ;ive neglect, '-onr.̂ red to nuclear powerpJant 
development, regulation and safety-related research, 
previously accorded to other aspects of regulating; :the : 
nuclear fuelcycle, NRC could have assigned highest ; : " 
priority to establishing regulatory criteria and standards 
in these long-neglected areas. 

"The NRC Commissioners, relieved of the nuclear deytelopment 
and military application responsibilities of their AEC ::" 
predecessorsi could have assumed the responsibility: of ", 
routinely making final decisions in NRC administrative 
proceedings. 

"The NRC Commissionei.s could have removed policy-
development responsibility from the NRC operating groups ": 
and placed it at the Commission level. 

"The Commission and/or senior NRG staff management could 
have reviewed past AEC regulatory policies and procedures, ; 
such as enforcement policies and procedures, to determine 
if they were sound and consistent with the need for ;: 
aggressive, independent nuclear regulation. 

"The opportunity tor timely and critical self evaluation was 
lost. NRC did not undertake any serious reexamination of the 
direction and structure of nuclear iregulation it inherited from 
AEC but instead continued uninterrupted, and in some cases ": 
intensified, regulatory initiatives and procedures it inherited. 
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"Perhaps the; ;abpVe was i n e v i t a b l e , §iven the composi t ion of 
NRC's top mahagement and i t s s t a f f in i t s e a r l i e , r y p a r s . ,0f 
the f ive o r i g i n a l NRC Coramissioners, three^had important" 
former t i e s tp AEC: NRC's f i r s t Chairman had Ijecn an /.i-'i:' j 
Comraissioner; ano ther NRC Commissioner, i t s seconcl Chairman, 
had been AEC"s General Counsel ; and ano the r NRC .Commissioner 
had been a miember of the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Sa feguards . ThePthird and p re sen t Chairraan had '^lsb, 'been 
s en io r AjEC r e g u l a t o r y o f f i c i a l . F i n a l l y , NRC's Execut ive 
D i r e c t o r of Ciper.ations had been the former Deputy D i r ec to r . 
of AEC R e g u l a t i o n . " , I': ^J i 

a 

This is the most '̂nsightful section of the whole.. 
It could usefully be expanded. The last paragraph. 

Comment: 
report. 
cited above is::particularly tellin 

Sincerely, 

victor Gilinsky 
Commissioner 

/ / 

H::W&-
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Nl UC L EAR RJEGU LVi^bf^ V bOMMiSSlON 
•WASH<NGTpN;:b/C::.«lB55-::^; -;-; 

:?NoVember:21":l979 ••: 
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C H A I R M A N ' ; - . ; , • ; - ; • • • - • , ; . . : • ' . . : , • • - = ; , \ ; ; : .•; - ."•'''.•333 

Mr. J . Dexter: Pea'ch,^-''01 r e c t o r - .."T • •;'^•"'".: •'•: 
Energy and Miheralv-Division. ^'•'3.'..3 33';: 
U n i t e d S t a t e s Genei^al fliccounting O f f i c e ; 
Washingtbrt, ;D;:-C..;!-.;2d548- •:.:-'."':.-r":".;^;: ' '^•- '••''3r3.r^--3"3':\ • 

- Dear Mr. Peacn: •-:..';:-^;' ..'''''.-•:• 3 \"y3ii.:,<3 •''-"y'^^ •':/f^33!3'\-3': •: 

I very much appreciate the opportiinityitpicbfriment on the 
the General Accounting Office on -OpPPr^tunitieSitp; Improve:-the 
of the Nuclear Regui^tory Commissipn'':enc1bsed.;viî ^̂ ^ 
October 19v 1979. Tiiese commentsv^re^madejote^ 
have nbt discussed them with my bbi;i;eaigues";;;T; liiiderstand^ 
my col 1 eagUes - may. .submi t comments:'';bf ::thei:r::pWh ;̂:-:""": 

I think i t would be helpful in Chaptef"l":especia;i;ly:^i^^ 
nature of the GAG repiprt as a r3pprt:;to"the;;Gbn^ress:^ 
in oversight committee status that oceurned ;a1mijist^:t^ 
i<8C was formed. As I note later, [%Tieye thiis: ciî cumstance^ ;̂̂ ^ 
nad some effect on the rxature of Cbiiimrssipn:: actiyitres in the earlier^ 
days of the agency.-'; -'^'3'- -•Z''-y:::r-^3\'''••\./33^3 

In connection with the comments on NRC inspection airtdenfbrce^^ 
policies in Chapter 2, I think note shpuld b^'tiaken of:the Commissi 
request to Congress at the beginning of this y e ^ 
penalty authority.; With regard to whether or^hot NRC reliefs too much 
the integrity of licensees, i t must be recognized thiat NRG ;iSunliik^^^ 
to ever have the staff resources to c6irvduct;cPmp1 ete inspeĉ ^̂  
at plants under construction so that a fUl1"ihdiBpehdent â ĵ ^̂  
adequate constructiph could be given. Thiesearie large plantvend^n^ 
of man-hours go intOithem in the cbnSitructipn phiise. The fliRC audits the " 
applicants' quality assurance programs to try to; make surie that adequate 
quality construction programs are in piacev; 1 ttel̂ ^^ 
effectiveness of thisslinspectlon program;Kave:;i>icreasiBd substantially 
over the short l i f e bf the agency as mpî estaiH^ 
a va i 1 abl e. Wi th the imp 1 ementa t i on of thei res i dent i n spec tor prog ra[in 
for both operating plants and plants urider construction.i believe the 
NRC's Inspection activity will reach a rv6w; High lieyel of effectiveness. 

With regard to the cormients on comprehehiive evaluations,Pfpperating 
experience and the need for pff-site emergency; preparedness in Chapter: 
2, 1 believe the Three Kile Island accident:af^dl the analy^ 
lying causes and related matters that >« have done; si nee; ̂ ŝ 
correctness of these comments. I believe that the recomw 
the GAO reoorts on these subjects are now bei rig fiilly imjpilemented̂  " : " 
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'33' 
Policy formulat ion i n an ivory towerv I n my view, i s as i n e f f e t ^ 
i t i s unwise. The NRC s t a f f hais provided thie Cpiimis^ion w i t h ^ 1 ^ 
operational expieriehce in development and a p ^ i i c a t i o n b f t h e h r e ^ ^ 
object ives, and process which i's essi^hti'al^^to^'theresliabTishment'lian 
evaluat ion Of sound regulatory programs;: :: That " i s hot ' an l ihdicSt ictr iSl i 'M^^ 

;K:S iS'Sii ;|sj;:|i;|i:3:ij 

w :̂'»:fe "̂ 

that the Commissipn was unwilling or unable tbiexercisepoliicy:^^ 
It is simply a riscognition of the cprnpetence pi'; the Conini:ss1bh;'ss|taf^^ 
and its ability to contribute positi^ly to the prbct»ss;bf developih^^ 
regulatory programs. ''• -.'^•3--:3'. '-• •'''^'^••3yi3: 

The NRC's ro le in nuclear waste issues as; discussed in;Jtherepp^ 
meri ts comment. The repor t gives the iniipres Mon ̂  iin i n ten t iona l iy;;!^^^ 
sure, that the NRC's ro le has been .and; i s ce i i t r a l tb nat ional; ;?^ 
making in t h i s f i e l d . That simply i s riot::the caSe,;;nor should 
The NRC has had a :c lear goal to be ready afhd able tp ibbnduc ta^ 
l icens ing review and to l icense a ;waste^:fac|lity:wheh i t is; prPpPM^^^^ -̂ , 
I bel ieve we w i l l meet that goal . But"[; w i l l n P t e thsit i t iis^^^u^ 
to assume the NRC should already .haye;:ihi;:;p:iace a:icbmp1rt 
scheme fo r an as ye t undefined wastevfprm,:gebiPgic:ine^ 
design. The d ra f t report i t s e l f indicates"tha;t: aS: eaiĴ T̂ ^̂ ^ 
NRC began pu t t ing an organizat ion i h ;place: tp dealwithv:the^ 
and began formulat ion of a f u l l - s ca l e ; i^egUlatpryreginie^^^^ 
nei ther from i t s predecessor o rgan iza t i bn . " While ; g r e ^ ^ 
reso lu t ion of waste issues unquestibhablySWbutd be 'h igh ly desirab^ 
the NRC can hardly be expected to cbnt ini jbusiy ;and indiscpimiirii^^ 
expend i t s necessari ly l im i t ed resources against a s h i f t i n g : and ifnoyin^ 
ta rge t . We set fb r ourselves, as I nientibned, the cTearrCut p l y e c t i ^ ^ 
that we should not be on the c r i t i c a l path of: b f : a n i m p e d i m e h t t p t h e 
so lu t ion of the waste quest ion, I i m c p n f i d e n t tha t we;:wilT.:h0t 
Paren the t i ca l l y , I would note that the fac ts which ai^emSttiBif"S o f r^^ 
c l ea r l y be l ie the repor t ' s assert ion that;NRG-did not '^structure a 
re la t ionsh ip wi th DOE to coordinate the^ir respect ive prpgr^rns"' The^ 
re la t ionsh ip admit tedly began f i t f u l l y , l a i ge l y beicaiisebfL the need'^t^ 
s t ruc ture organizat ional elements i n t e r n a l l y l n b o t h NRC and DOE (and 
e a r l i e r i n ERDA). But a c loser relat ionshrpv:tp;the; iekt:en1: consistent 
w i th regulatory independence, was a prime;and s ta ted ;bb jec t i ve ;o f t ^^ 
Commission. That re la t ionsh ip was estafalished and has ^grown:more 
e f f ec t i ve w i th passage of time and w i th the ; f in r t ing ijp bf;Pa^ 
of r e s p o n s i b i l i t y and au thor i t y throughout the; government. " " " " "^ '^A^^^ 

As to the repor t ' s comments on the Commissiori'is safeguards; a c t i v i t i e s " : 
i t i s worthy of note that the Comrnission inh iBr i tedbr i / the one hind a 
Congressionally mandated r e s p o n s i b i l i t y and oh thie p t h ^ ; hand l i S t W 
or no resources w i th which to discharge that;resF»bnsibi i : i ty; The f a c t 
which again c l ea r l y are matters of recbrdi are that the:Cbninis^^^ 
moved almost immediately to develop a f u l l - s c a l e safegU(ar'ds:::acti:vity 
and to s t a f f i t w i th a substant ia l m u l t i d i s c i p l i n a r y team;.""From t h e : ; 
outset , the Comnission moved to put i n place a comprehehsive f u e l i c y t l e : ^ 

•Sij!:1-K?,-i;^ 

^3ro ;:l 
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and safeguards regulatory regime; rtorepyer, itiuhdi?rtpp^ "";( 
place a system and a; team of personnel hecessarv||f"fpir the 
of criteria and pi^bcedures for review of !nu!cT6af:;exp^^ 
international saf^uards questions -- matters whicfr̂ ^ ' T 
been the responsibi/lity of the regulatpryvarTnibf; thie Atoiirtî p 
Commission. The.ire^iilatory frameWpifk for saf^gii^ was; a irtattiir̂  of 
direct and irnnediate concern on the part bf;the!:heWl:y formed staff Artd : 
the Comnissloners themselves. A review bf :the,Gpinmisslpn|s reci^ 
over the first year or two of its existence:;WbiJld; make clear thfe exteh^; 
to which direct GPnini ssi on attentipri was: given to these issues. 

It is true that more; can be done, but it is equilly true that much has "^^^ 
been done though the report implies the contrary; Inpassing, I Would 
note that the Implication that the GbmnissibherriBd in not choosing to 
base its safeguards regime on the '|inaxlmumbredible threat" fails tp 
note that this was a conscious decisibn based upbhthe^TO^ 
examination Pf the issues undertaken iuptp that time; The GommissiphV :"Mi5?l*; 
decision was based upon not only the cited 1974 AEG work:but on a lar'ge : "Mr|:||s 
number of studies; dpne by acknowlbdgbdexpertis and representative of" .:].^.':-'''^'0^y' 
the views of the intelligence and taw enfbrcemeht agencies most knvTwledgeablê ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
in the field- Again, the record in these mattey'S is clear -- I conwisnd 
it to your attention in order that the repbrt iMy have the balance I am̂ ^̂  
sure you would .desire. , '"^ •'.•'';/•'•••.::.<i 

The views expressed in the draft as to the deficiencies in the brganizatipn 
and mode of operatioh and policymakirigi in my view, by and large accurately 
reflect the situation to date. I believe the soliitibn to the problems 
outlined lies in a clear and unequivocal decisibn tp implement the :. 
principles of the 1975 amendment to the Atomic; Energy Act as they relate 
to the powers of the Chairman and tocleariy define the role of the 
Executive Director. The roles of both the Chairman and thb Executive " 
Director need to be strengthened and those strengthened roles fully : 
supported by the Commission. 

I have enclosed other more detailed cornnents ort specific portions of the 
draft report which may be of help irt the firtal drafting process. 

I would also note that I have read Chairman Hendrie's November 21, 1979 
letter to you, and for the most part I endbirse heartily the cbiranents he 
expressed and in particular as they pertaintb the policymaking pr-ocess 
and the roies of the Chairman, Commissibriers and Executive Director. I 
would add that I share the view that the objiBCtiyes of nuclear regulation 
are best served by an independent Commission despite the drawbacks inherent 
in such organization. The repprt fairly presents: both sides of this 
question. 
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Please le t me, reiterate that nyrcbnwenti are iritended to ife:h«eil;||ijst 
in your further draft ing pirocess; The drai ' t report cohtlaloSjmu^^^^ 
j us t i f i ed cr i t ic ism ahd many hfelpful worthwhile suggesti:b%tfprli;lh^ 
improvement pf pur operations; and the rfegulatoty prbcess;;wiibh;f||!il 
Comnission supervises. Indeed:niiuch i n the way pfcprrecti^ye a^ 
is already uriderway and I am cdhfident that thie CommisSiibhi and"^t^ 
staf f w i l l move vigorously in a l l areas reqiiiririig at tent ibr i : ' " I 

m-30m 
:fl.i!-:s isy 
"rSli^^S'i 

::^S3.E« 

: ,-.;•:( 

"i:;:-i"i": 

Thank you again for the opportunity to cpitmient.: I fJtherei;?: ariy btWer^ 
way in which I can be helpful , I Will; te-pleased to;:;db'sb.""^';"^^^^^ 

Sincerely, 

Richard T. Kennedy 
Commissloner 

Enclosure: 
Detailed Comments 
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DETAILED COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT GAO REPORT ENTITLED. ..L 
"OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE i;, '' 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION" ,• ." 

• • . ' ' / 

A. Digest 

1. Page ill. Thb comment that the Commissioners need to "set 
measurable Commission goals and evaluate progress 
and performance" does not reflect the existence 
at NRC of (a) an MBO tracking system, (b) a Decision 
unit tracking system (pilot program), or (c) the 
Performance Appraisal Briefings conducted by the 
Executive Director for Operations. 

B. Chapter 2 

1. Page 10. The comment that a number of GAO's previous 
; rbcommendations were "rejected outright or implemented 
to;only a limited degree" is difficult to comment on 
without a listing of such recommendations and the 
actions taken on each of them. An Appendix would 

.. be:-useful.-

2. Page 10. Comment is thati ''NRC relies; too mucH oh utilitibs 
tb identify and correct faulty hublear: power plant " 
construction and/brcbhktruction practices.": It should 
bb recognized that some reliance on:the utilities' 
and their subcoritractors' duality assurance and 
quality control pr'bgiramswill beriecessiary^ It̂ ;̂ " 
Is unreasonable to assuTO that th^ NRG would be: 
able to take over a H Q A / Q G funttibhs at eybry 
site operating or under construction With ahy 
pr*edictable level of resources" What the NJRC; 
can do and is doing is to reexamihe'and tiighten 
its program of inspecting the 1icensebsQA/(JC 
programs tp give ever higher levels of assurance 
that they are working effectively to ensur^. 
the public health and safety^ 

3. Page 11. Cpmment is that. "NRG should be tougher and more " 
aggressive In enforcing cbmpliance with its regfulations...". 
The NRC's attempts to obtain legislative appirpval to 
significarttly modify the current rbstribtions on ciyil 
penalties should be noted. 

4. Pages t4-lS. the discussion urider''NRC did hbt attach sufficient 
importance to c(Mr.prehens1ve evaluations of bperatlng 
experiences" needs to be iipidated to reflect the 
establishment of the Office for Ahalysls and Evaluation 
of Operational Data. 
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. • . ' , • - • - " : , : . . " " . - : • ; ; , - : : : - - - ^ , . • . ' ' - • - ; - . - " " - " : i s # | | " . i 

i€"!r'lp'|ppt 
!ii"[:Siillil 

^.^'-^i'; 5. Page 16 Comment i s , "Only af ter7;the:; three M i l e I s l a n d 1;^ 
a c e i d e n t , d id ' NRG.,''dec;i'de:::thalt' ;State--;nuc1 ear ,i«re|!g|iji|5^[- 3.'|--!;;l|-|l|-lj 
preparedness; s,hbu-ld:;be:a!?'*<a|:br:-and-;^ -i;:".|:;r|||:-^ll 
.nuclear power'•plant ':rbgui..ati|bh.;:'^i:.:; t h e rbpbrft' 'shbUld!"; V 3 \ i-'-pl |:"-';i 
recognize that:eyeh:;befbr(B-'-thiiee:.Mi'le:'vIsland-;.'M0''''• ^'-i- 3,• ^ : . " I ' " M | 
Coninission had.:,ih;:ipi;ace:,.requi"remerits';'that. lilcerisies;;:,a|":.;;;;:; ::||j| | " : . i | 
have o n - s i t e . emergbhcy'Ves^pphse lplans:.:Whi.ch''i-rti&liidi^ 
airrangementS: w i t i i :'State^ahd;;::ibca;l£ aiuthpri-tles^^tp .:• S l ;••":';? 
w i t h off-site;b.ffects.;-of"-em!e.rgeriicies:.":.I-n -add.it:|:prti";i.i-;;'i,.,.:::;::•:;;- ;::S 
s i n c e 1975 the;;:NRiC';;:rn;:Gbbper>t'ibn:With.seven"'i(|6hefr:li;:"':"."l:'':;:" 

..Federal agenbies-,::has;:had::''a';pinp|r ;;; "•'•;•-j';:;! 
and 1 oca! goverhmehti in deyelbping emeirgenciy rlilK^f|"; " ;; :• 
plans. Furtheir, ;the< NRG had <^ 
for its own riesporise: ahd:fpr:bobr^dihating the as^^ 
bf other federal :aigienc1es :ih;th#byent of 
It is correct to lipte that; thb Commiss 
three Mile Island, perce|iyed the need to give d 
increased attention tp;:OTergericyprbparedfiessa:nd 
doing so. •:": •3'''"'i-\ ''-••33333.'-3'--..''3'. ..3 '["•'% 

6. Page 16. The discussion under ''NRG did nbt recognize the 
need for sound off-sitei'eTOfgericypr^ 
heeds to be updated; tb reflfect (1) the Cprnmrssipn'S 
rbsponse to the GAQ firtal irbî ort (jas; opposed to the 
staff's response to the GAO draft repbrt) and (2) 
NRC's subsequent actipris, ihclu«iirtg a pî jsosed̂ m̂̂ ^̂  v 
and NRR teams which ar*e: upgrading licensee embrgericy 
plans. r " ' " ' 3 • • ' • ' • ' • :̂ 

7 . Page 18. The discussion under "The Cotimiss.loners haive b e e n " 
i n d e c i s i v e on the propei" scope o f NRC's n u c l e a r wastes 
a c t i v i t i e s " which s t a t e s tha t thb Gornmissibn has not 
approved plans f o r theNRGwasi te r e g u l a t o r y pirbgram 
i s i n a c c u r a t e . The CpmmisslpnerS haVe aipiprpybd HLW, 
LLW, and M i l l T a i l i n g s program plans; and those programs 
a re being Implemented; 

8 . Page 19. The comment t h a t "NRC s t a f f has d e l i b e r a t e l y not nade 
any e f f o r t s to keep i t s e l f informed ialbout DOE's 
programs . . . " I s ina i :cura te" The NRt; Was rbpres«nted 
on the IRG and has h a d e x t e h s l v b : and cohtiiyiilijg^^^^^^" 
communication w i t h DOE, 

9. Page 20. The comnent that the Commissibn has hot decidied -'to 
what extent i t should re^y on:D()E'shighrleyeT waste 
environmental statement in discharging NRC's own 
environmental responsibilities" IS inaccujrate" When 
the, Comnission authorized issuance of its"Pbl1cy 
Statement on Licensing Procedures for High-leVel : 
Geologic Repositories," i t expTicitl> dbcldttl that 
NRC would prepare its own EI5 for a prppbsed reposltbtry. 
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10. Page 24, 

11. Page 31 & 
Page 32, 

C. Chapter 3 

1. Page 47. 

D. Chapter 4 

1. Page 61. 

The discussion on the authority of guard forces to 
use firearms should reflect the Commission's position 
that its Guard Force Response to an Alarm Rule effectively 
addresses this issue. 

The discussion related to NRC staff's decision not to 
revise its regulations for ECCS, based on experimental 
results obtained to date, should recognize that these 
experimental results only deal with parts of a complex, 
integrated system and effects on that system must be 
evaluated before revisions can be implemented. 

The Siting Policy Task Force's r>eceninendat1ons were 
submitted in August 1979, well before the May 1980 
target date noted here. 

The statement that "NRC did not undertake anŷ  serious 
reexamination of the direction and structure of nuclear 
regulation ...'' doesn't consider actions such as the 
following: 

a. The Systematic Evaluation Prograir of older plant ; 

b. The Recommendations of the Denton Task Force 
(NUREG-0292. "Nuclear Power Plant. Licensing: 
Opportunities for Improvement"); 

c. The Plan for Research to Improve the Safety of 
LWR Nuclear Nuclear Power Plants (NUREG-0438); 

d. The establishment and report of the NRC's Siting 
Policy Task Force; 

e. The creation of an Office of Nuclear Materials 
Safety and Safeguards and an entire regulatory 
program for safeguarding nuclear material throughout 
the nuclear fuel cycle; 

f. Introduction in 1975 of Value/Impact Analysis as 
an integral part of NRC regulatory decisionmaking: 

g. Increased emphasis on cooperative arrangements with 
States and Foreign Governments engaged in nuclear 
regulation through creation of Offices of State 
Programs and International Programs; and 

h. Creation of a Resident Inspector Program. 

(301520) 
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